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Abstract 
 
As one of the earliest attempts to apply immersive technology in environmental 
communication, this design research project tries to answer the following research question: 
how do we communicate the connections between food-related behaviors and environmental 
impacts through immersive storytelling? 
 
During the project, an immersive story called "Trik’s' Party" for dome shows and a journey 
map of an immersive visitor experience are created. These design outcomes and this paper 
are built on the knowledge of scientific findings, communication methods, content creations, 
and service design. To support the creation process, new sketching, storyboarding and 
prototyping methods were developed for dome content creations.  
 
The core message of this paper is that effective environmental communication is not just 
about informing the public about facts and data from scientific studies. It is also about giving 
individuals and communities the knowledge, tools and spaces to develop a vision of their own 
future. Immersive storytelling is one of the methods for creating these spaces. It has a large 
potential to raise public empathy with other people and their future-self when the long-term 
and abstract impacts of the environmental problems become more visible and 
comprehensible in an imaginary space.  
 
Keywords: design research project, immersive storytelling, immersive visitor experience, 
dome content creation, environmental communication, food-related behaviors 
 
Contact: heyin123@hotmail.com 
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1. Introduction 

1.1. Motivation 
 
For some environmental advocates, it might sound stupid 
and selfish if an adult asked why a homeless polar bear had 
something to do with his/her favorite beef burger since it 
could be socially expected that many of us understood that 
beef causes more Green House Gas (GHG) emissions than 
other food choices. The GHG emissions from beef Lifecycle 
Assessment (LCA) are the highest among all the food 
options. The increase in GHG can be associated with global 
warming and climate change. It can accelerate the melting of 
the icebergs in the Arctic, thus Arctic polar bears can lose 
their homes (Figure 1-1, source: Oudgenoeg). If this was a 
question from a seven-year-old kid, you might feel he/she 
was more forgivable, since he/she was not influenced by all 
the environmental talk these days. You also would not 
expect him/her to understand the logic between causes and consequences as it was too 
abstract for a kid of this age.  
 
Most of the environmental communication is not made for people to learn and understand 
as kids or beginners. For some adults, the learning curves on environmental issues are 
missing. Many of us missed the introduction stage of basic environmental topics, became 
overwhelmed with professional terms, and remained confused in front of the environmental 
messages. Many environmental professionals, journalists, and advocates have been talking 
about terms like "climate change", "ecological footprint" and "greenhouse emission" without 
explaining what it means, why it matters, and what we can do about it. Their messages were 
too much about stunning numbers and facts from scientists, and too little attention was paid 
to build coherent and relevant stories for beginners.  It might be fairer to say that the 
intrinsic complexity of these topics limited the possibility of creating a simple story to 
outsiders.  
 
How can we communicate the environmental impacts of people's daily choices in a more 
inclusive way? How can we help more individuals understand the environmental challenges 
and support their sustainable diet adaption to decrease environmental stress? Can we or 
should we simplify the environmental messages and make them easy enough for "new 
brains" to understand how it is relevant to their daily life? How can we convince a seven-
year-old kid to switch from a beef burger to a potato salad and help him understand that his 
action could save his future? How can we support his parents' argument for more 
sustainable diets as their family food choices? This is the societal challenge I am going to 
explore in my design thesis study. 
 
In this master thesis project, I intend to explore the contexts, contents, and methods of 
environmental communication for the targeted societal challenge. To make the information 
more accessible and engaging to broader audiences, I will investigate different 
communication methods and media, such as immersive storytelling in public places.  

Source: Oudgenoeg, (accessed 
5/9 2019) 

 

Figure 1-1: A polar bear in a 
changing Arctic 
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1.2. Societal challenge 
 
The connections between food and environmental impacts have been identified by a series 
of scientific studies. For example, Ramankutty et al. (2008, p. 1) asserted that agriculture 
occupies about 40% of the Earth's surface. Vermeulen et al. (2012, p. 200) stated that 
agriculture is responsible for about a quarter of all greenhouse gas emissions and estimated 
that about three-quarters of deforestation, forest degradation, and peatland degradation is 
due to agriculture. Springmann et al. (2018, p. 452) addressed that many of these 
environmental impacts are expected to intensify as demand for foods with greater 
environmental impacts increases and the global population grows from 7 billion to a 
predicted 10 billion in the next 30 years. Between 2010 and 2050, as a result of expected 
changes in population and income levels, the environmental effects of the food system could 
increase by 50-90% in the absence of technological changes and dedicated mitigation 
measures, and reach levels that are beyond the planetary resources (Springmann, Lassaletta, 
et al., 2018, p. 1). 
 
Springmann et al. and several researchers (e.g. Aleksandrowicz, Green, Joy, Smith, & Haines, 
2016; Burlingame, 2012; Hallström, Carlsson-Kanyama, & Börjesson, 2015) discoursed the 
opportunities and challenges of creating a food system that supplies healthy diets for a 
growing population while reducing its environmental impacts and staying within planetary 
boundaries. Such as, Springmann et al. (2018, p. 1) analyzed options for reducing the 
environmental effects of the food system, including dietary changes towards healthier, more 
plant-based diets, improvements in technologies and management, and reductions in food 
loss and waste. The researchers found that no single measure is enough to keep these 
effects within all planetary boundaries simultaneously and that a synergistic combination of 
measures will be needed to sufficiently mitigate the projected increase in environmental 
pressures. Among options for keeping the food system within environmental limits, the 
opportunity presented by sustainable diets has attracted many researchers' attention. 
Although the environmental impacts of sustainable diets can vary largely in different 
contexts, methodical researches in this area have proved the positive impacts of sustainable 
food choices on ecological footprint.  
 
However, these connections between individual food-related behaviors and environmental 
impacts are abstract and intangible to the general public. Public communication related to 
this topic needs to be planned, designed and conducted. This is the societal challenge and 
intervention opportunity I am targeting with this master thesis research.  

1.3. Design context 
 
Since the design intention of this project is to influence public understanding and behavior, 
my design solution is targeted at public environments such as museums. My target users of 
the design solution are visitors of modern museums, such as the Visualization Center in 
Norrköping Sweden, where visitors have the possibility to engage in an immersive 
experience.  
 
My design assumption is that the immersive information space would support the creation 
of a virtual experience where users could see and feel the connections between food-related 
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behaviors and environmental impacts. It is the key focus of my design context study and 
concept development. 

1.4. Research question 
 
This design research project tries to answer the following research question: how do we 
communicate the connections between food-related behaviors and environmental impacts 
through immersive storytelling? 
 
This design inquiry intends to address two key challenges: a societal challenge pertaining to 
the environmental impacts of food-related behaviors; and a design challenge pertaining to 
the interpretation, visualization, and communication of the environmental information 
through immersive storytelling. These challenges emerged from the early scoping stage of 
the research. They were prioritized through engagement with stakeholders. 

1.5. Report outline 
 
Chapter 1 the content of the introduction chapter explains the motivation, societal and 
design contexts of the research topic, as well as poses the research question. 
 
Chapter 2 offers a theoretical framework of the societal and design context. 
 
Chapter 3 examines the method to obtain the information and knowledge required for the 
design project. 
 
Chapter 4 consists of a detailed description of the design process, focusing on the reasons 
for design decisions and outcomes.  
 
Chapter 5 the content of the discussion chapter addresses the research question raised in 
chapter one, then offers a summary of the research process and an analysis of research 
limitations and opportunities. 
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2. Theoretical Framework 

2.1. Literature review strategy 
 
To address the societal challenge and identify the connections between food-related 
behaviors and environmental impacts, the essay begins with a literature review focused on 
the societal context of the environmental impacts of food consumption and the public 
communication on environmental issues. To address the design challenge of how to 
communicate the targeted societal topic, a design context literature review is focused on 
storytelling and immersive storytelling techniques that can help audiences to interpret and 
absorb the information in an easy and engaging way.  
 
The literature search is performed with the library database from Linköping University, and 
the use of Google Scholar and Google Search at home. In addition, related and relevant 
articles found in the reference lists of selected papers have been reviewed. Articles included 
in this review meet the following inclusion criteria:  

• English-language publications 

• Quantitative estimates of the environmental impacts of the food system were 
provided 

• Discussion on environmental communication was provided 

• Examples, development methods and discussion of storytelling and immersive 
storytelling were provided 

• Design cases and discussion of immersive user experience in museums or other 
public space were provided 

 
For the societal context study, the search keywords of “food”, “food choice”, “food 
consumption “, “diet” and “communication” are combined with “environment”, “climate 
change” and “sustainable” to assess the connections between food-related  behaviors and 
environmental impacts, and communication of the environmental impacts. For the design 
context study, the search keywords of “museum”, “dome”, “family audiences” and “visitors” 
are combined with “user experience”, “immersive/virtual environment” and “storytelling” to 
identify the design context of museums.  
 
Determination of articles that meet the inclusion criteria was made based on information 
available in titles and abstracts of the articles.  
 
The following mind map (figure 2-1) illustrates the theoretical framework of the design 
project, as well as an intended thread which connects the different topics to the research 
question and design solution. 
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Figure 2-1: the theoretical framework 

 

2.2. Societal Context 

2.2.1. Environmental impacts of the food system 
 
Most of the reviewed papers on the environmental impacts of food consumption are mainly 
focused on the greenhouse gas effect, land usage, and water usage. For example, Vermeulen 
et al. (2012, p. 200) stated that agriculture is responsible for about a quarter of all GHG 
emissions, which causes greenhouse effects by retaining heat in the atmosphere. According 
to Climate Change, Architecture and Food Security's webpage, Livestock contributes 14.5% 
of total global GHG emissions (ccafs.cgiar.org, accessed 2019-05-25). The Intergovernmental 
Panel on Climate Change stated that the continued emission of GHG will cause further global 
warming and long-lasting changes in all components of the climate system, increasing the 
likelihood of severe, pervasive and irreversible impacts (2014, p. 8). Some of these impacts 
are already occurring, which include but are not limited to flooding, drought, warmer 
temperatures, storm, hurricanes, crop disruption, reduced yield, ocean acidification, and sea 
level rise (Harwatt, 2015, p. 14). Shiklomanov and Rodda (2004, p. 17) affirmed that 
agriculture accounts for 80% of increased freshwater usage. Ramankutty et al. (2008, p. 1) 
asserted that agriculture occupies about 40% of the Earth's surface. Harwatt (2015, p. 8) 
made a simplified calculation to explain the compelling environmental challenge: we need 
almost three planet Earth to sustain the life many of us take for granted today. It takes 3.25 
acres to feed one person the typical western diet per year. If we multiply it with today's 
seven-billons world population, it means that over 21 billion acres arable land are required, 
which is three times more than today's 7.9 billion acres arable land.  
 
Some researchers addressed the environmental degradation related with the food system, 
such as deforestation and dead zone (e.g. Carle & Napolitano, n.d.; Nepstad et al., 2014; 
Vermeulen et al., 2012). Forests are among the most important repositories of terrestrial 
biological diversity and they are natural GHG sinks. Decreasing forests causes atmospheric 
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imbalance (Napolitano, 2012). The deforestation problem driven by architecture is largely 
aggravating the climate change problem. About three-quarters of deforestation, forest 
degradation, and peatland degradation are due to agriculture (Vermeulen et al., 2012, p. 
200). Livestock production is linked to about 70% of deforestation in the Brazilian Amazon 
(Nepstad et al., 2014).  
 
Meanwhile, food production is the leading cause of nitrogen and phosphorus pollution. 70% 
of the phosphorus footprint related to diet is linked to animal products. Of all the nitrogen 
released into the environment, livestock production is linked to around 60%. Excessive 
amounts of these chemicals in the environment disrupts natural biochemical flows. Excessive 
nutrients from food production cause algal blooms which reduce light and oxygen availability 
for all other fauna and flora (Harwatt, 2015; Metson, Bennett, & Elser, 2012; Pelletier & 
Tyedmers, 2010). The overapplication of fertilizers in some regions has led to pollution of 
surface water, groundwater and has created dead zones in oceans (Diaz & Rosenberg, 2008).  
 
Springmann et al. (2018, p. 1) pointed out that between 2010 and 2050, as a result of 
expected increases in population and income levels, the environmental effects of the food 
system could increase by 50-90% in the absence of technological changes and dedicated 
mitigation measures, reaching levels that are beyond the planetary boundaries that define a 
safe operating space for humanity. In other 
words, our growing food demands are using up 
finite resources and exceeding Earth's 
biophysical capacity, as shown in figure 2-2 
(Steffen et al., 2015). The question is, how long 
can we continue to live like this with the cost of 
overburdened environment pressure? Figure 2-
3 from the Footprint Network Organization 
(“Climate Change - Global Footprint Network,” 
n.d.) shows that we exceeded the biocapacity 
of the earth resource already in the 1970s and 
is quickly exceeding the limits in the twenty-
first century.   
 
Something must be changed. Can we get two 
more Earth? Can we reduce the world 
population to 2.5 billion? The answer is not. It is 
clearly not a simple question. It is a significant 
societal challenge: how can we change the way 
we live and eat today, in order to avoid a 
drastically degraded future of tomorrow. We 
need to use fewer resources to produce more 
food and avoid the dangerous tipping point 
towards the future we usually see in disaster 
movies today. If we do nothing, those disaster 
scenes can be much closer than we thought. 
The severe consequences of environmental 
changes are happening today, as shown in 

Source: Steffen et al. (2015) 

Figure 2-2: the environmental pressures on the 
planetary boundaries  

source: www.footprintnetwork.org 

Figure 2-3: ecological footprint forecast to 2020  
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figure 2-4 (Corner, Webster, & Teriete, 2015). It just not arrives at our footstep yet. The big 
question is how can we turn it around? 

2.2.2.  Co-benefit of dietary changes  
 
Springmann et al. (2018, p. 1) analyzed several options for reducing the environmental 
effects of the food system, including dietary changes towards healthier, more plant-based 
diets, improvements in technologies and management, and reductions in food loss and 
waste, and they found that no single measure is enough to keep these effects within all 
planetary boundaries simultaneously and that a synergistic combination of measures will be 
needed to sufficiently mitigate the projected increase in environmental pressures.  
 
Compared with other systematic reviews of this subject (Aleksandrowicz et al., 2016; 
Hallström et al., 2015; Johnston, Fanzo, & Cogill, 2014; Röös, Karlsson, Witthöft, & Sundberg, 
2015), Springmann et al.'s paper (2018) provided a broader perspective on the relationship 
of food choices, dietary changes and environment. The paper combined analyses of nutrient 
levels, diet-related and weight-related chronic disease mortality, and environmental impacts 
for more than 150 countries in three sets of diet scenarios (three different approaches to 
sustainable diets motivated by environmental, food security, and public health objectives). It 
provided a contextual understanding of the big picture. For the purpose of this thesis study, 
the environmental aspect is the main focus of the following reviews.  
 
In the environmental analysis, Springmann et al. combined country-specific and food group-
specific footprints for greenhouse gas emissions, cropland use, freshwater use, nitrogen 
application, and phosphorus application to analyze the relationship between the health and 
environmental impacts of dietary change. The health aspect is also included in the discussion 
here since imbalanced diets low in fruits, vegetables, nuts, and whole grains, and high in red 
and processed meat are responsible for the environmental pressure and the greatest health 
burden worldwide. It is evident that energy-balanced, predominantly plant-based dietary 

Figure 2-4: climate change impact images  

Source: Climate Visual (2015) 
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patterns are in line with the current evidence on healthy eating. It can lead to reductions in 
environmental impacts in high-income and middle-income countries while improving 
nutrient levels and reducing diet-related premature mortality in all regions (Springmann, et 
al., 2018, p. e451). 
 
Springmann et al. (2018, p. e451) stated that “following environmental objectives by 
replacing animal-source foods with plant-based ones was particularly effective in high-
income countries for improving nutrient levels, lowering premature mortality (reduction of 
up to 12% [95% CI 10–13] with complete replacement), and reducing some environmental 
impacts, in particular greenhouse gas emissions (reductions of up to 84%). However, it also 
increased freshwater use (increases of up to 16%) and had little effectiveness in countries 
with low or moderate consumption of animal-source foods… Following public health 
objectives by adopting energy-balanced, low-meat dietary patterns that are in line with 
available evidence on healthy eating led to an adequate nutrient supply for most nutrients, 
and large reductions in premature mortality (reduction of 19% [95% CI 18–20] for the 
flexitarian diet to 22% [18–24] for the vegan diet). It also markedly reduced environmental 
impacts globally (reducing greenhouse gas emissions by 54–87%, nitrogen application by 23–
25%, phosphorus application by 18–21%, cropland use by 8–11%, and freshwater use by 2–
11%) and in most regions, except for some environmental domains (cropland use, 
freshwater use, and phosphorus application) in low-income countries.” 
 
Springmann et al.'s finding supported the frequently quoted double pyramid from the Barilla 
Center for Food and Nutrition (Barilla et al., 2013, p. 24). As presented in figure 2-5, it places 
the food pyramid, which contains the nutritional value of foods that are good for humans, 
alongside the Environmental Pyramid with the indications of what is good for the planet. It 
shows that foods with less impact on the environment are also those that are the most 
suitable for human health. It suggests that a sustainable diet is essential in nutritional, 
environmental, and economic terms because it would contribute to more efficient use of 
natural resources, a decrease in the economic and social costs caused by the most common 
diseases, and a healthier life for individuals. 
 
Figure 2-5: the food and environmental double pyramid (source: BCFN) 

 
Source: The Barilla Center for Food and Nutrition (2013) 
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2.2.3. From action lists to societal impacts 
 
Shi et al., (2018) addressed that concrete information is crucial, as it has been found that 
people's willingness to adopt environmental-friendly behaviors increases when they know 
more about effective environmental-friendly actions. Based on the results from continuous 
user-testing and focus group interviews, Glaas et al. (2015) outlined lessons learned and key 
aspects to consider in the design of tools for communicating complex issues such as climate 
change effects and adaptive response measures. Their preliminary results indicate that being 
more explicit about practical ways to implement adaptive measures is key to bring the 
possible impacts of climate change to a user's doorstep and provides adaptation guidelines 
relevant for his/her own context.  
 
The papers of sustainable diet address the connections of food consumption and 
environmental impacts, as well as the adaptive response measures. A summary of the 
actions for sustainable food-related behaviors is created based on a public paper from the 
Sustainable Development Commission (2009, p. 12):  

• Reduce consumption of meat and dairy products – for the reduction of GHG and 
environmental impacts of production 

• Reduce consumption of food and drinks with low nutritional value – for the reduction 
of foods and drinks consumption in the “fatty and sugary foods” category, tea, 
coffee, and alcohol, leading to reduction in GHG emissions from production of these 
energy dense, highly processed foods 

• Reduce food waste – for the reduction of GHG emissions and environmental impacts 
including packaging waste 

• Consume less food and drink - consumption of no more calories than needed to 
maintain healthy body weight. Reduce the overall consumption of foods and drinks 

• Reduce consumption of bottled water - Reduction of environmental impacts from 
packaging, transport, and waste 

• Eat seasonal, field grown fruit and vegetables - Increased consumption of fruit and 
vegetables grown without additional heating or protection, and which are not fragile 
or easily spoiled and are in season, and reduced consumption of fruit and vegetables 
grown in heated greenhouses (to reduce GHG impacts from energy use and waste) 

• Accept different notions of quality - Acceptance of different standards of food 
quality, e.g. taste and appearance rather than other aspects of quality or food safety 

• Accept variability of supply - Acceptance that some food products may not always be 
available in the area (due to the seasonality of growing patterns, crop failure, etc.) 
and not relying on overseas imports of such foods 

• Increase consumption of food produced with respect for wildlife and the 
environment e.g. organic food - Reduction of impacts from food production systems 
(including on soil, water quality, and biodiversity) 

• Eat fish from sustainable stocks - Reduction of biodiversity impacts on depleted or 
threatened fish stocks 

• Shop on foot or over the internet - Reduction of the impact of travel, particularly 
from cars 

• Taking the time to plan when shopping for food – for reduction of consumption of 
unhealthy and unnecessary, as well as food waste 
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• Cook and store foods in energy-conserving ways - for reduction of energy used for 
cooking and reduce the need to refrigerate foods at home (without compromising 
food safety) 

• Prepare food for more than one person and for several days - for reduction of the 
energy impact of cooking  

2.2.4. The complex and contextual traits of food and environment study 
 
As mentioned in the introduction section, the connections between food consumption and 
environmental impacts were systematically investigated by a series of scientific studies. 
However, Springmann et al. (2018, p. e452) pointed out that most of these studies included 
in their reviews predominantly focused on greenhouse gas emissions as the environmental 
impacts, and the studies generally used different reference diets, environmental footprints, 
and scenario designs, all of which complicates comparisons between studies. Hallström et al. 
(2015) and Springmann et al. (2018) addressed the complexity of this topic and the 
contextual aspect of the quantitative data. 
 
Nemecek et al. (2016) provided a detailed illustration of the complexity and contextual trait 
of the studies on food and environmental impacts. Nemecek et al. stated that “A human diet 
is composed of many food products and each food product may be composed of many 
different ingredients. Each ingredient may have a different degree of processing, and the raw 
materials used may originate from different countries. Therefore, one faces a high data 
demand and level of complexity, when trying to assess the environmental impacts of the diet 
of a whole population.”  
 
Even a lot of different LCA databases for food products and research outputs are available, 
combining different databases and research outputs are difficult as they may use different 
standards and data source. The system boundaries of LCA itself can vary based on the goals 
of the single study. As exemplified by Nemecek et al. (2016, p. 615), the analysis of food 
consumption should cover the production chain up to the point of sale including agricultural 
production, processing, transport, and distribution. Some studies focused on the agricultural 
phase because they only addressed the improvement in this stage. Some studies focused on 
the additional stages after the point of sale, e.g., home transportation, chilling, cooking and 
effluents. Some studies focused on food waste at the different stages, which in practice was 
often difficult to verify because data is often difficult to be collected from the stakeholders. 
Besides, the various mode of preparing the food have different environmental impacts. 
Cooking small amounts of food uses considerably more energy per kilogram than preparing 
larger amounts. Due to changing eating habits, food is increasingly consumed out of home, 
which creates a new level of complexity. Data on food preparation of public food service, are 
relevant to the assessment of the full environmental impacts of food consumption.  
 
As the main topic of this research, most of the sustainable diet studies reviewed in this paper 
used consequential LCA modeling to assess the overall impacts of a diet, and assumed 
consequences through building different mode of future scenarios (e.g., Hallström et al., 
2015; Springmann et al., 2018) which normally cannot be observed and compared directly. 
Which food products are consumed, and the type of diet has a strong effect on the outcome. 
All these facts are hard to be quantified in a general sense. 
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2.2.5. Challenges of environmental communication 
 
Even the topic of the environmental impacts of food-related behaviors is complex and 
contextual, identifying an action list like above is important, for both practice and 
communication purposes. Springmann et al. (2018, p. e460) pointed out that although 
informational campaigns and voluntary actions by industry can be important, the literature 
on behavioral change suggests that they are unlikely to be effective on their own 
(Mozaffarian Dariush, 2016). Instead, a series of actions need to be taken at individual, 
society, and political levels to lead to substantial dietary changes at the population level. 
Finding effective combinations of policies and approaches that consider local characteristics 
will be essential for successfully upscaling initiatives and achieving reductions in the health 
and environmental burden at the population level and globally.  
 
There is nothing new about public engagement into environmental actions. The challenge is 
deciding what to talk about and how to talk about the connections between food and the 
environment. This topic can be significantly complicated and contextual, and promote 
skepticism, which can present persistent scientific uncertainties. It can undermine people's 
issue engagement (Joslyn & LeClerc, 2016), in part by activating cognitive mechanisms that 
promote wait-and-see attitudes (Sterman, 2008) and/or unrealistic optimism about future 
outcomes (Markowitz & Shariff, 2012). This suggests that communicators face significant 
challenges in deciding what is known and what remains uncertain. It resonates with the 
three climate change communication challenges identified by Markowitz and Guckian (2018, 
p.36): the problem itself, psychological barriers to engagement and communication, and 
cultural conflict and polarization.  
 
As a major part of environmental impacts, climate change itself is a uniquely challenging 
issue from a science communication and public engagement perspective. Because it poses 
challenges on multiple fronts, from its inherent abstractness and complexity to the myriad 
social and psychological defense mechanisms. Climate change is a slow-moving, long-term, 
complex, abstract phenomenon. It is not an "in-your-face" type of problem: its impacts are 
diffuse and largely expected to occur in the future; relatively few people are directly 
impacted by its effects currently; attributing specific negative outcomes to climate change is 
challenging; it is largely a side-effect of normal, daily behavior, not intentionally caused. 
Markowitz and Guckian (2018, p. 41) believed that low issue salience and lack of direct, 
personal experience mean that climate change is simply not a top-of-mind issue and simply 
getting people to pay attention to communications efforts is challenging. Thus, the 
“physical” features of the phenomenon itself pose significant challenges to communicators 
in terms of both capturing people's attention and keeping it long enough to truly engage 
them with the issue. (Markowitz & Guckian, 2018) 
 
Markowitz and Guckian (2018, p.42) discussed the psychological barriers to engagement and 
communication, “a variety of basic, and primarily unconscious, psychological processes that 
powerfully shape everything from how people search for and process information, to the 
development of attitudes and risk perceptions, to how people ultimately make decisions, 
often work against the rapid and unbiased uptake of information and messages about 
climate change.” Lertzman (2015) and others have argued that when people do start paying 
attention to issue advocates, the problem can rapidly come to be perceived as 
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overwhelming. In turn, this can lead people to emotionally and cognitively shut down and, in 
some cases, actively avoid learning more about the issue. Thus, communicators also face a 
major hurdle in finding ways to engage audiences that simultaneously highlight the salience 
of the issue and need for immediate action while not making the situation appear hopeless 
(Feinberg & Willer, 2011).  
 
According to Markowitz and Guckian, the presence of the cultural conflict and polarization 
on climate change strongly suggests that a one-size-fits-all approach to communication is 
extremely unlikely to work (Center of Research on Environmental Decisions, 2014). Ignoring 
the cultural and group-identity underpinnings of disagreement over climate change is not an 
option for communicators interested in meaningfully engaging audiences (Kahan, 2015; 
Markowitz & Shariff, 2012).  
 
Markowitz and Guckian's paper (2018, p.36) presented one of the most consistent and clear 
findings in the environmental communication area. It showed that disagreements about 
climate change (e.g., whether it is a serious problem, whether we should take costly action 
to combat it) are very infrequent disagreements over "the facts" (Kahan et al., 2012). 
Instead, at their core, disagreements about climate change are fundamentally tied to the 
implications the issue holds for society and the way it is organized (Kahan, 2015). The core 
finding from Markowitz & Guckian's paper (2018, p.36) for increasing the effectiveness of 
environmental communication efforts are both profound and simple: throwing more and 
more facts about the problem at people is extremely unlikely to shift minds and hearts in any 
appreciable way. Instead, communicators need to develop new approaches that incorporate 
what we now know about the psychological and social factors that shape individuals' 
engagement with this issue.  

2.2.6. Opportunities for environmental communication  
 
Although the environmental communication to the public is not accepted or identified 
universally as a key driver of the environmental challenges, many scientists, policymakers, 
issue advocates, and others point to relatively weak public engagement with the issue as a 
core barrier to act on climate change as well as other environmental problems (Markowitz & 
Guckian, 2018, p. 35; Weber & Stern, 2011). Environmental communication has an essential 
role to raise public awareness, understanding, and/or active engagement with the issue. 
 
According to The International Environmental Communication Association, “Environmental 
communication is communication about environmental affairs. This includes all the diverse 
forms of interpersonal, group, public, organizational, and mediated communication that 
make up the social debate about environmental issues and problems, and our relationship to 
the rest of nature. It is both a lay activity and a field of professional practice.” 
(“Environmental Communication,” 2015. Accessed 2019-3-28) 
 
A broad definition of environmental communication is necessary because so many 
approaches to communicate with the public on this issue have been developed and 
implemented by a diverse array of communicators. These include “traditional” advertising 
campaigns (e.g., Environmental Defense Fund's “Train” ad), one-off pieces of communication 
(e.g., Al Gore's Inconvenient Truth, Showtime's Years of Living Dangerously) as well as more 
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participatory formal and informal activities and events (e.g., town meetings, future visioning, 
and scenario planning exercises, public art installations). (Markowitz & Guckian, 2018, p. 36) 
 
Based on Markowitz and Guckian's seven insights for climate change communication (2018, 
p. 38-53) and Dulic et al.'s study (2016) on climate change communication and scientific 
communication, a list of environmental communication suggestions is investigated as below: 
 
Find the target audiences 
As mentioned in the discussion of the environmental communication challenges, that a one-
size-fits-all approach to communication is unlikely to work. The first step in tailoring 
communication involves identifying subgroups within a population who share core values, 
motives, beliefs, and existing mental models. An approach often referred to as “audience 
segmentation”(Hine, Phillips, Driver, & Morrison, 2017). Communicators should use existing 
tools often used by marketers, psychologists and others to identify coherent subgroups 
within the larger public, opening up the possibility of developing messages and strategies 
that speak directly to those groups' core interests and concerns (Hine et al., 2017; Markowitz 
& Shariff, 2012). 
 
Some researchers and practitioners have begun combining such issue specific methods with 
a more traditional values-oriented, "psychographic" segmentation approach to identify 
subgroups that may respond in distinct ways to environmental communication efforts 
(Darnton, n.d.; Hine et al., 2017;). For example, they find that "achievers"—relatively high-
resource, self and family-focused individuals who often act as opinion leaders in their 
communities —tend to be only moderately concerned about climate change and likely to be 
most strongly motivated by family and responsibility-oriented concerns. Thus, Messages that 
highlight how environmental changes may threaten families' well-being and security may 
productively engage this group (Markowitz & Guckian, 2018, p. 44). 
 
Know what motivates the audiences 
Nemecek et al. (2016, p. 616) observed the trade-offs between indicators in environmental 
communication. In practice, complex messages involving multiple environmental indicators 
and several dimensions of food and environment. To inform the audiences, the information 
must be tailored to help them address the environmental impacts of their own diet patterns 
and guide them to diet patterns causing less environmental impacts. It implies the messages 
need to be adapted to the target group, by knowing what motivates the audiences. 
Simplification of the messages is needed, but it needs to be supported by scientific evidence 
and be applicable to the context. 
 
Lack of personal relevance has been long considered as one of the key barriers for public 
engagement on environmental issues.  Markowitz and Guckian (2018, p. 38) stated “it 
[environmental communication] lacks many of the typical features that support engagement 
with and attention toward other societal risks. It is, in a word, deeply  
un-relatable at the personal level for most individuals.” However, if we think about the co-
benefit dietary change mode proved by Springmann et al. 's paper (2018) and the double 
pyramid from the Barilla Center for Food and Nutrition, there is an embedded connection 
between environmental burden reduction, societal risks remission (global food security).  
and personal health interest (e.g. health and nutrient-level, diet-related and weight-related 
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chronic disease mortality). This intrinsic but less obvious connection has been overlooked 
and underutilized by many environmental communicators.  
 
With the findings from Springmann and his peers on the co-benefits of health and 
environmental impacts of sustainable diets, there is a large opportunity for building more 
relevant and personal messages to attract public interests. According to Kahan (2015), 
individuals are strongly motivated to form perceptions of risks that support their overarching 
sense of their identity. For example, if we target the audiences - the "achievers", who can be 
strongly motivated by family and responsibility-oriented concerns of the health impacts on 
their family and community. The double pyramid presented an engaging topic on how 
sustainable diets can help their families' well-being and security. 
 
Highlight solutions 
Much of the existing work suggests that effective environmental communication requires a 
focus on solutions rather than solely highlighting impacts and causes (e.g., eco America, 
2016). Encouraging engagement and building individuals' feelings of efficacy and 
hopefulness by focusing on solutions are important for environmental communication. 
When communicators highlight solutions, particularly those that align with peoples' values, 
worldviews, and preferred approaches to dealing with societal issues, audiences can envision 
a positive and desirable future world and remain engaged with the issue. In turn, this can 
provide a concrete goal for individuals and communities to work toward, building both 
motivations to act on the issue and make a sense of personal and collective efficacy 
(Markowitz & Guckian, 2018; Roser-Renouf, Maibach, Leiserowitz, & Zhao, 2014). 
 
Moreover, solutions-focused messages and outreach strategies allow individuals to worry 
about the issue in ways that promote rather than inhibit engagement and, often, to identify 
co-benefits of taking actions sooner rather than, further building motivation (Bain et al., 
2016). Combinations of concern-evoking, impacts-focused messages, and hope-inspiring, 
positive visions of the future are likely to be most effective (Markowitz & Guckian, 2018, p. 
48). The contribution that art brings to designing sustainable futures is the capacity to 
represent realities as constructed rather than fixed, in order to invite new cultural dialogues, 
construct future possibilities and develop new forms of creativity. People are empowered to 
see futures as imaginary, malleable, and participatory (Dulic et al., 2016, p. 56). 
 
Tell stories 
Markowitz and Guckian (2018, pp. 48–49) suggested the use of coherent narrative forms and 
include story elements such as characters and problem resolution to make messages more 
compelling and relatable. Tailoring and framing messages and outreach efforts to match the 
needs, values, and existing beliefs of particular audiences are critically important (Bostrom, 
Böhm, & O'Connor, 2013), but likely not sufficient to produce engaging, effective pieces of 
communication. As professional storytellers and masterful communicators know well, 
communication efforts are most effective when they tell engaging stories.  
 
As quoted in Markowitz and Guckian (2018, pp. 48–49)'s paper, Jones and Peterson 
suggested five strategies for telling effective stories about climate change. The first is to use 
well-known narrative forms (e.g., quest, realistic fiction) and components (characters, plot, 
setting, conflict) to put communication efforts into story form as opposed to more 
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commonly used forms such as press releases and fact sheets. Second, the specific 
components of the story, e.g., the problem that needs to be overcome and the context 
within which characters are acting, should be tailored to match audiences so that the 
overarching issue becomes more personally relevant and relatable. Third, the characters of 
the story (e.g., heroes, villains, victims, bystanders) also need to be relatable for audiences; 
this likely means developing different characters for different audiences. For example, kids 
are more likely to be engaged by a story that involves other kids acting as heroes to solve a 
problem versus one in which the hero is someone unknown or even disliked. Fourth, stories 
have a temporal component that causally links characters, plot, and setting and highlights 
people making progress toward overcoming a risk or challenge. Finally, and closely tied to 
the opportunity - highlight solutions, these stories should have a clear point or takeaway 
linked to possible solutions to the challenge.  
 
Make it local 
Approaches that consider local characteristics will be essential for successfully upscaling 
initiatives and achieving reductions in the environmental burden at the population level 
(Pachauri et al., 2014). According to Dulic et al. (2016, p. 54), people are more likely to 
engage with the challenges associated with the complexity of climate change at the local 
level when their perspectives are integrated into viable and multiple pathways for action. 
Future scenarios of change processes situated in local experiences in compelling and 
interactive ways can be disseminated holistically. In other words, change is more likely to 
happen at a local level when community perspectives are embedded in the proposed local 
solutions and positive actions (Dulic et al., 2016, p. 56). Through this type of change process, 
transdisciplinary research engages the community along with design and science experts, to 
create a local context for building a sustainable future for the community.  
 
Level the right messengers and multi-mode communication channels 
Effective engagement requires identifying and recruiting trusted messengers and 
communicating with audiences through the information channels they most often use. These 
are not always easy things to do, particularly when the aim is to communicate with 
disengaged or antagonistic audiences. Some approaches may work with certain groups (e.g., 
social networks), they are less likely to work with other demographic groups and audiences 
(e.g., older adults, disengaged audiences). More diversified and innovative approaches are 
needed to reach audiences in a way that resonates with the context of the target audience, 
provides intelligible information and addresses perceived barriers to adaptation. (Glaas et 
al., 2015, p. 57) 
 
Dulic et al. (2016, p. 55) pointed out that one of the main obstacles in effective science 
communication, especially in the context of climate change action, is using traditional media 
channels for knowledge transfer of complex scientific inquiry and its potential relationship to 
societal change. The scientific literacy model is intended to provide the public with a base of 
knowledge enough to engage in decision-making processes in their everyday lives. The 
societal change premise of this model is that if people have access to information then they 
are able to make informed choices that will produce modified behaviors. One of the 
shortfalls of this approach is that it underlines the division between experts and non-experts, 
which in turn isolates scientific knowledge and understanding from the public and everyday 
realities. While information is a pre-requisite for behavior change, science information alone 
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is not sufficient because there are multiple factors that influence human actions  (Kollmuss & 
Agyeman, 2002).   
 
 Dulic et al. (2016, p. 55) explained that research in science communication has indicated 
that the public is better positioned to act on scientific knowledge when multiple modes of 
understanding and learning are used to communicate scientific findings. The contextual 
factors in receiving information are as important to learning as credible information that is 
solely cognitively based. Researchers suggest that scientific learning would benefit from 
being framed in more than cognitive ways—to include a discussion of relevant values, 
emotions, and everyday experiences (O'Neill & Nicholson-Cole, 2009).  
 
All these challenges, particularly those related to audience tailoring, highlight the critical 
need for communicators and issue advocates to continue experimenting with techniques 
and approaches that may be able to engage multiple, diverse audiences simultaneously. The 
recommendation to use the tools and strategies of effective storytelling and careful choice 
of narrative form is one such approach (Jones & Peterson, in Markowitz & Guckian, 2018a). 
Another promising approach may involve the use of various social psychological tools to 
extend people's mental timelines, either to "bring the future into the present" or else to 
extend the present into the future, thus decreasing people's tendency to discount the future 
costs and benefits of today's action (Markowitz & Guckian, 2018, p. 51). 
 
Promote two-way communication 
Scientific knowledge provides the foundation for environmental communication; however, 
its challenges and solutions reach far beyond scientific knowledge affecting all aspects of 
socio-environmental health. What is critical in this context is the ability to empower people 
at the ground level and inspire collective as well as an individual action. The emphasis in an 
interactive communication model is on improving communication between diverse 
constituents, including the public, communities, scientists, politicians, government, 
communication professionals, corporate officials, industry and non-profit organizations. It is 
stressing the importance of individual foresight, take into consideration the attitudes and 
values of individuals grounded in their local contexts in order to predict changes. Research 
has shown that it is more successful to enact relevant and long-lasting collective action when 
the public is involved in identifying, critically reflecting on and adopting current scientific 
findings that have been generated from the knowledge, concerns, and experiences of the 
local community (Huntington, 2007). 
 
Dulic et al. (2016, p. 55) discussed an “interactive science model”, which as a dialogical 
approach to science communication shifts the focus away from the public simply receiving 
information from scientific experts. Instead an interactive or dialogical model engages in an 
exchange of information with the public within the context of daily interactions with 
government, institutions and other societal contexts (Logan, 2001), scientists aim to increase 
public engagement by soliciting public response to concerns, moving beyond the 
transmission of scientific information to a passive audience, into enabling feedback loops 
within a two-way communication system. As the seed-scale research (D. C. Taylor, Taylor, & 
Taylor, 2012) has shown, societal transformation requires building capacity and confidence 
within the community so that their aspiration for future change is possible. In the seed-scale 
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process, communities engage in a visioning process as a self-evaluation for effective 
decision-making (Taylor-Ide, Taylor, & Daniere, 2003). 
 
For the intention of this design thesis, it poses an information design challenge on how to 
create an interactive multimedia model to facilitate this kind of two-way communication, 
aspiration, and positive actions with the full engagement of the audiences.  

2.2.7. Key findings of the societal context study 
 
The societal context literature review emphasizes the connection between food-related 
behaviors and environmental impacts, as well as the challenge and opportunity of 
environmental communication. Although there are still gaps in the knowledge, the 
increasing number of publications in this area has contributed to a better understanding of 
the societal challenge of the research question. 
 
Several scientific studies and public reports have confirmed the significant environmental 
consequences of the food industry, and no single environmental measure is enough to keep 
the food system effects within all planetary boundaries. Food-related behavior changes 
towards healthier, more plant-based diets are an essential part of the environmental 
measures which will be needed to sufficiently mitigate the projected increase in 
environmental pressures. A series of actions need to be taken at individual, societal, and 
political levels to lead to substantial food-related behavior changes at the population level. 
 
The complexity and contextual trait of the connections between food and environment place 
challenges in deciding how to talk about what is known and what remains uncertain 
regarding the environmental impacts of the food system. Several studies on environmental 
communication showed that throwing more and more facts about the environmental 
problems at people is unlikely to shift minds and hearts in any appreciable way.  Instead, 
communicators need to develop new approaches that incorporate what we now know about 
the psychological and social factors that shape individuals' engagement with this issue. These 
findings suggest that it would be unwise to simplify the messages without addressing its 
related context. Instead of looking for data and linear connections of specific food-related 
behaviors and their environmental impacts, finding reliable and contextual information is the 
key focus of the societal context literature review. It also indicates the focus of the public 
communication of environmental topics could be built around the general causes and 
consequences, as well as identify specific products and create messages around their 
environmental impacts.  
 
The main challenges of the environmental communication identified in this paper are: 1) the 
one-size-fits-all approach to communication is extremely unlikely to work; 2) climate change 
and environmental degradation are slow-moving, long-term, complex, abstract 
phenomenon; 3) the environmental impacts of food-related  behaviors are simply not a top-
of-mind issue to many individuals; 4) it is hard to engage audiences in a way that 
simultaneously address the salience of the issue and the need for immediate action while 
not making the situation appear hopeless. These pose significant challenges to 
communicators in terms of capturing people's attention, keeping them engaged long 
enough, as well as motivating people to take actions. 
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A list of suggestions for environmental communication has discussed: 1) find the target 
audience; 2) know what motivates the audiences; 3) highlight solutions; 4) tell stories; 5) 
make it local; 6) leverage the right messengers and multi-mode communication channels; 7) 
facilitate two-way communication.  
 
Environmental communication needs an integrated approach, which draws from all relevant 
disciplines that address the complex and multifaceted layers of experience. It motivates 
toward social action and advocates that the public is not a passive receiver of information, 
but rather is the core driving force that seeds and scales the change that science and 
technological developments bring about. 
 
This is the targeted societal challenge of my master thesis project, which intended to 
address, envision, and implement a coherent and engaging multi-mode environmental 
communication to support public understanding of the connections of food-related 
behaviors and environmental impacts.  

2.3. Design context  
 
To address the research question of how to communicate the connections between food-
related behaviors and environmental impacts through immersive storytelling, a design 
context literature review was conducted to understand the topics of storytelling for families, 
immersive storytelling and immersive storytelling at museums. The criteria used for 
literature selections and related works were the relevance with the contexts and the 
feasibility to develop a working prototype. 

2.3.1. What is storytelling  
 
While there are certain nuances to the stories told in different media, for the purpose of this 
paper, we will refer to the following definition of a story told in an immersive environment. 
John Bucher (2017, p. 31)stated: "a story is a sequence of events or scenarios that 
demonstrate characters trying to resolve the conflict by accomplishing goals." As Bucher 
explained, this definition will leave the space to expand the uses of the term “story” to fit the 
most applications of immersive technologies.  
 
Thöny et al. (2018, p. 124) presented several practices of storytelling for scientific 
information. The researchers pointed out that storytelling distinguishes from visualizations 
(e.g., charts), flow (i.e., types of transitions between frames), narration (providing context 
and structure), as well as words and pictures as main components for these single frames. It 
illustrates the information with scenes and plots. The researchers' conclusion from their 
projects is that storytelling can make scientific findings more accessible to users and taking 
the narrative context into consideration helps to create successful and more compelling 
scientific visualizations and communication. 
 
In traditional media ranging from books to plays to films, stories are compelling because they 
resonate with the audience's experiences. Jerald (2016, p. 206) pointed out that VR is 
extremely experiential and users can become part of a story more so than with any other 
form of media. However, simply telling a story using VR does not automatically qualify it to 
be an engaging experience—it must be done well and in a way that resonates with the user. 
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Kendall Haven (“Story Proof,” 2007 cited in Bucher 2017, p31) stated “Story is not the 
information, the content. The story is a way of structuring information, a system of 
informational elements that most effectively create the essential context and relevance that 
engage receivers and enhance memory and the creation of meaning." Thus, it is essential for 
this paper to identify what is the essential informational elements and what is the effective 
structure for information. 

2.3.2. Storytelling for families 
 
Different target audiences will influence the contents, styles, and methods of storytelling. 
Even at the investigation stage, I need to decide the targeted audiences in order to keep the 
literature review more focused and fruitful. During the investigation of the environmental 
communication opportunities, I identified the target audience group for the intended design 
solution (an environmental story for families), who can be strongly motivated by the family-
oriented concerns of a healthy lifestyle and sustainable future. This target is also in line with 
the design context - museums. Based on my weekly visit to the Visualization Center in 
Norrköping and the interviews with museums' staffs (e.g. Lena Lindgren, at Östergötlands 
Museum, staffs at the Visualization Center and the Work Museum in Norrköping, Sweden), 
families are the main visitor group to this type of regional museums. In this section, we will 
borrow the concepts from the movie industry, since the storytelling theories and methods in 
the movie industry have been well developed and practiced for decades. 
 
Four-quadrant movie for families 
In this paper, the research focus of the storytelling 
techniques is to understand how to create a story 
appeals to families. After a brief search on 
“storytelling for family” on Google scholar, no scholar 
study was identified. I turned to Google search to find 
what is the best practice and found out that 
storytelling for the family had been well developed in 
the movie industry.  
 
As depicted on Screencraft website (Staff 
ScreenCraft, 2013), “Star Wars, The Wizard of Oz, 
Avatar, Despicable Me, Harry Potter, Superman, 
Enchanted...what people see today as ‘family 
entertainment’ and what Hollywood sees as a ‘four-quadrant’ movie, meaning one that 
appeals equally to all four demographics: young and old, male and female... Wide-appeal, 
universal emotional resonance is the essence of the four-quadrant movie experience." (see 
figure 2-6) 
 
In ScreenCraft blog, the Disney animation producer Kristina Reed talked about which 
character types and themes that best fit within a film geared towards the whole family. 
“What's interesting is that high-level summaries can apply to many films, but the great ones 
are the ones who told their stories well. They started with central characters that were 
flawed yet relatable and appealing. And took you on a journey wherein you were with the 
character emotionally, all the time.” She offered an example through Kung Fu Panda, “It was 
a beautiful resolution of the challenge because it allowed us to say that becoming the hero 

Source: ScreenCraft (2013) 

Figure 2-6: Film demographic 
quadrants  (Staff ScreenCraft, 2013) 
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of your own story is not about losing weight or building muscles or fundamentally altering 
your body, but instead, determination and grit. And that's a message in which all family 
members can find the truth.” 
 
Kristina Reed continued to talk about the dynamics of finding and developing a “Four 
Quadrant” feature film, “The concept of a Four-Quadrant film really speaks to how to make 
the film appeal to as many people as possible. The biggest challenge with animation is to 
make sure we're never pigeon-holing ourselves into making a film that will only entertain 
kids. At its core, what every audience member wants, regardless of age and gender, is to go 
on a journey that is fun and emotionally resonant... It does not have to be an actually-big 
world, but it has to bring you into a place or point of view that's different from your daily 
existence.” In Wreck-it-Ralph, “The theme of wanting to be different from who you really are 
is a perfect example of a fundamental and universal theme: we've all experienced this, no 
matter our age or gender. Now to add the fun and the humor, without ever straying from 
the authenticity of each character's feelings, and you have the makings of a movie for all 
audiences.” 
 
Kristina Reed also talked about the secret to make audiences laugh and emotionally 
attached. “First, think about the characters and situations physically. Is there natural humor 
there to be mined? Physical humor somehow never gets old. second, make the character 
emotionally true in everything he says, whether it's meant to be funny or not. That way — 
step by step, line by line — the audience believes this character. When the audience can feel 
what the characters are feeling, then the story can take them anywhere.” Kristina Reed 
suggested “As you write, take a moment after finishing each scene and make sure you know 
what your main character is feeling. And then ask yourself if the audience needs to see what 
she's feeling. Give them a line or an expression or mannerism or small action to bring me 
into her head. These moments — done right — won't bog down your film; they will only 
bond your audience to your protagonist, and when you get to your final third-act set piece, 
you will have earned the emotion.” 
 
Base on the summaries from quadrant movies screenwriters (staff IndustrialScripts, 2013), 
Kristina Reed (Staff Screen Craft, 2013) and John Bucher (Bucher, 2017), I summarized some 
key elements of attractive storytelling for families: 

• Theme – a universal message in which all family members can find the truth 

• Relatable and broad characters mix – multiple points of empathy and audience 
identification 

• Touching relationships – we all need someone. 

• Plots filled with emotion, action, and danger 

• Wonderful, entirely character-driven humor 

• Smart production design 
 
Three-act structure  
The three-act structure has been considered as one of the most effective techniques for plot 
construction to ensuring direction, interest, and tension are worked into the plot. Jason 
Jerald (2016, p. 64) emphasized the importance of plot, “Plot is the story—the consistent 
portrayal of a message or experience, the dynamic unfolding sequence of events, and the 
behavior of the world and its entities.” The web post How to Write a Novel Using The Three 
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Act Structure (The Reedsy Blog, 2018) stated that “the three-act structure is perhaps the 
most common technique in the English-speaking world for plotting stories — widely used by 
screenwriters and novelists. It digs deep into the popular notion that a story must have a 
beginning, middle, and end, and goes even further, defining specific plot events that must 
take place at each stage.” In a sense, the three-act structure takes advantage of the 
constructs that already exist in the mind of the audience. This efficiency can be an essential 
tool in efforts to engage audiences with modern attention spans (Bucher, 2017, p. 172).  
 
There are different theories on what is 
three-act structure, we will look at each 
act in terms of what has been generally 
accepted and practiced within the 
industry (e.g. Bucher, 2017; “Dramatic 
Curve – Everyday Media,” n.d.; “How to 
Write a Novel Using The Three-Act 
Structure • The Reedsy Blog,” 2018; 
Miyamoto, 2015). As illustrated in figure 
2-7 (“How to Write a Novel Using The 
Three-Act Structure,” 2018), the three-act 
structure includes the following parts:  
 
Act 1 - the setup:  
Characters and their general backstories should be revealed in the first act. It is important to 
establish the "before" world. Subtle cues as the norms in this world should be 
communicated. The importance of the first images and the complete scene that the 
audience experiences cannot be overestimated. One of the easiest pitfalls one can fall into in 
the first act is creating confusion. The viewer's confusion should be alleviated quickly so that 
they have "handles" to proceed with as the narrative progresses. Viewers will often 
subconsciously be asking the following questions because of training from established 
narrative techniques established in other mediums. Whose story is this? What are they 
trying to accomplish in this story? Who is opposing them or their goal? Other elements 
viewers often look for in the first act are hinted at the themes that will be explored and 
reveals the main character's weaknesses or flaws. It can be helpful in the first act to gently 
explore what lesson our main character needs to learn over the course of their journey. One 
final element that can be crucial in the first act is the event that propels the story forward 
most dramatically. Some refer to this event as the catalyst moment, others call it the inciting 
incident, but the function of the element is the same. This event will be what shakes the 
normalcy of the "before" world. It will force the protagonist into a decision whether to go on 
their journey or not. (Bucher, 2017, p. 123) 
 
In VR environments, the audience will naturally be curious to determine if they are watching 
the protagonist of the story or if they are the protagonist themselves. Depending on the 
scenario of the narrative, they will likely have equal curiosities about the antagonist and 
other side characters. (Bucher, 2017, p. 123) 
 
 
 

Source: Reedsy blog (accessed 2019-04-04) 

Figure 2-7: the tree-act structure  
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Act 2 - the confrontation:  
There is another dramatic event that subtly lets the viewers know that we have entered the 
main body of the story. This might be our protagonist choosing to go on the journey that the 
inciting incident provided. Most common is a scenario in which the main character makes a 
choice to enter the journey of the second act, as opposed to having a situation forced on 
them. The second act can play out in a variety of ways. Sometimes, it features our main 
character trying desperately to get what they want, using a variety of means but always 
failing. Other times, the second act sets up the twists and turns that make the plot 
interesting to viewers trying to figure out where the story is going. Usually, in the middle of 
the second act, our protagonist is either in a significantly high moment or a significantly low 
moment. This moment is sometimes referred to as the turn, as in a turn of events is about to 
occur. Another event the audience may be unconsciously looking for is a moment in which it 
appears that the protagonist has lost everything they have gained, or what they now have 
seems insignificant. This event often leads to a moment of reflection, when another 
character must step in and remind the protagonist what they are fighting for, which 
inevitably gives them the strength they need to finish the journey. (Bucher, 2017, p. 125) 
 
Act 3 - resolution:  
The final act involves the most significant showdown between the protagonist forces and 
antagonistic forces. It is here that the audience has to see if the protagonist has learned the 
lesson or overcome the weakness, they demonstrated in the first act. The theme that was 
hinted at the beginning of the story returns with ringing clarity. Even within the third act, 
moments usually occur when we are unsure if the main character will prevail—and 
sometimes they do not. Whether the main character emerges victorious or is left licking 
their wounds, it is important to demonstrate what life is like in the "after" world. There are 
various techniques for ending a story with visual metaphors and echoes of what the 
audience initially saw and experiences in the story. All these techniques, however, are about 
accomplishing one thing—resolution in the mind of the audience. The viewer wants to feel 
that the story has truly ended. This does not mean that every narrative storyline and 
character arc must be wrapped up with a bow on top. However, feeling some sense of 
resolution in each character's story helps the audience complete the narrative in their mind 
and create some sort of meaning out of what they have seen. Often, there is a final moment 
referred to as the dénouement that shows us how life goes on after the story has resolved. 
(Bucher, 2017, p. 126) 

2.3.3. What is immersive storytelling and what it is not 
 
The literature search result in immersive storytelling is scarce. In fact, there is a large 
confusion on the usage of terminologies in the search process. There is no clear clarification 
and differentiation among the terms of immersive experience, virtual experience, and virtual 
reality. The closest discussion I can refer to is the topics around storytelling and VR (e.g. 
Bucher, 2017; Jerald, 2016; “What is immersive storytelling?” 2017). 
 
If we read about the definition of virtual reality (VR) and immersion from Bucher's book, 
these two concepts are not replaceable with each other. Bucher (2017, p. 335) referred to 
VR as "an entire field of computer technologies in which environments, individuals, and 
experiences are replicated and presented for user interaction. The term is widely used and 
can encompass a great many ideas. However, all concepts seem to circle around the idea of 
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an artificial yet realistic experience through technologies." North et al. (2016) defined VR as 
"a high-end user-computer interface that involves real-time simulation and interactions 
through multiple sensorial channels." Both definitions indicate the interaction with users is 
essential for VR. As Bucher (2017, p. 31) explained "the user's sense of presence and 
immersion increased as interactivity increased. The ability to control space inside a virtual 
world had not previously been experienced in any technologies." 
 
For the definition of immersion, Bucher (2017, p. 334) referred to it as "the deep mental 
involvement user experiences while participating in a particular piece of media." There is no 
clarification on what type of user participation is considered as immersion. We can argue 
that a book, a movie, a song can also provide immersion to audiences. In the definition of  
VR Surfaces, Bucher (2017, p. 334) stated "aside from HMDs, other surfaces are available for 
VR/AR/MR experiences. Current surfaces include VR caves, VR domes, and VR tables. The 
number and types of surfaces that one may experience immersive content grows each year." 
According to my investigation on domes, domes includes interactive domes and dome 
theaters. Many dome theaters in the planetarium are not designed for user interaction. It 
poses relevant questions to this project: is a dome theater without any interactive feature 
still considered as a VR surface where interaction and participation are essential? Or is it 
more qualified as an immersive environment? Does the mental involvement of audiences in 
a dome theater qualify the story developed for a dome theater as an immersive story? Then 
what makes it different from an immersive story in a book or a movie? 
 
In my search for a definition of immersive storytelling, there is no conclusive or inclusive 
answer or definition as such. For the purpose of this study, I define immersive storytelling as 
a storytelling method using immersive technologies, which includes VR, AR, MR, dome and 
other types of digital surfaces that one may experience immersive contents. As Melanie 
Arrow stated in The Guardian, while storytelling can have multiple forms, from oral 
traditions to art, text, images, cinema, and multimedia formats on the web, a storyteller's 
goal is to fully immerse the audiences in their story. As we move into a world of immersive 
technologies, new opportunities are open for more immersive storytelling. The technology-
enabled immersive storytelling opportunity is the intended design context in this paper.    
 
Even though VR and immersive environments are not the same concepts, a framework to 
describe immersion should keep their similar elements in mind. Putting aside the confusion 
between VR and immersive environment, if we think about them as one broad concept and a 
new type of communication channel, the study of an immersive environment for storytelling 
could analyze the expressive and representative potential of immersive technologies. Rubio-
Tamayo (2017, p. 21) concluded that immersive technology is an ensemble of technological 
innovations, but also a concept to link it with other domains such as user experience, 
information design, and interaction design. This concept could help researchers and content 
creators to develop new experiences and conceive new models that could be applied to a 
wide range of research and business field. It is a great tool for filmmakers, journalists, and 
producers to engage audiences through a captivating experience.  
 
As communicators, we are facing remarkably creative challenges and entering exciting and 
largely unknown communication and interaction spaces. We are no longer bound by the 
rectangular frame of traditional media and the narrative structure of conventional 
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storytelling format. It tears down the fourth wall, allows the audiences to step inside the 
story. Currently, there are three dominant storytelling approaches in immersive space. The 
first allows the audiences to watch a scene that is played out in the space around them. 
Audiences are immersed in the scene but not necessarily an active participant (e.g. dome 
theater experience). The second approach allows the viewer to become the camera, look or 
move around in the 360° VR environment. Storytelling in the immersive environment is less 
about telling the viewer a story and more about letting the viewer discover the story (e.g. VR 
storytelling "What Happened in 1812"). The third approach is viewers become one of the 
characters, they can interact with other characters and influence the narratives (e.g. 
Cavazza, Lugrin, Pizzi, & Charles, 2007). In other words, viewers are no longer the passive 
witness. They can walk into the scene, see what the characters see or not see, interact with 
others, and influence the stories.   
 
We are in the early stages of creating contents for an immersive space. The exploration and 
experimentation with the immersive environment are nascent and exciting. Exploring all the 
immersive storytelling options can be very attempting, but it is beyond the scope of this 
study. I choose to investigate the immersive storytelling solution for dome theaters. It means 
I will focus on narrative storytelling in an immersive environment, instead of interactive 
storytelling. This decision resonates with the outcome of the pre-research on the feasibility 
of user experience prototyping. Several papers and practices have shown the bottlenecks of 
developing interactive stories are around technical solutions, data processing, and AI 
configuration, which are beyond the scope of this design inquiry (e.g. Cavazza, Lugrin, Pizzi, 
& Charles, 2007; Lugrin, Cavazza, Pizzi, Vogt, & André, 2010). 
 
Meanwhile, Glenn McClann emphasized what immersive storytelling is not. Immersive 
storytelling is not just a cross-platform media or interactive content, rather it is a compelling 
experience. It places the user as part of the story. The idea itself is not new, what is new, is 
the technologies and web environment allowing immersive storytelling. New programming 
tools such as HTML5, j3.js; development tools like Unreal Engine 4 (UE4) and Unity; web 
abilities such as high quality file compressing, faster upload speed, larger data processing 
capacity; advanced projection solutions such as 3D projection; as well as Artificial 
Intelligence (AI) and machine learning allow storytellers to incorporate high-quality images, 
sounds, videos, games, and other intelligent elements in their work and draw the audience 
into an immersive world (“What's the Story with Immersive Storytelling?” 2014). 
 
Another thing I want to differentiate the immersive storytelling from is the immersive 
journalism (e.g. de la Peña et al., 2010; Hardee, 2016), which is another hot topic in the 
community of immersive experience creation. In my opinion, the content development of 
immersive journalism needs to follow the strict rule of journalism. For journalism, it is critical 
to have a clear line between what is real and what is not, what is an opinion and what is a 
fact, even it is communicated in a virtual world. As in the movie industry, people should not 
mix a fiction movie with a documentary. It would be ethically wrong to mix a fictional story 
with a true news report. Thus, the core of immersive storytelling and immersive journalism 
are not the same, even they might share the same technology enabler. With all the 
technological advancement, content creators can create an artificial environment or 
manipulate a real recording, to make it look real and emotionally convincing. It was never 
possible before the immersive technology era, now suddenly appears in front of audiences in 
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a quite realistic fashion. Unguarded use of immersive storytelling can put public 
communication in risk, like the unforeseen social media impacts on global democracy, as 
Marichal, J. (2016) discoursed in his book "Facebook Democracy (Open Access) : The 
Architecture of Disclosure and the Threat to Public Life". The message here is simple: more 
powerful immersive storytelling can be, more social responsibility it holds. Communicators 
need to be very prudent, even to be supervised on its ability to make things so real from 
what is not real.  

2.3.4. Challenges of immersive storytelling 
 
A CMO Show Blog Post "What is Immersive Storytelling"  (2017) provided an overview on the 
related works of immersive storytelling and mentioned two main challenges for immersive 
storytelling - technologies and distribution from advertisers' point view. It stated, 
“Immersive storytelling requires knowledge of new technologies and tools, which might be a 
deterrent for newcomers.” Both my literature review and design practice have encountered 
tremendous challenges on how to think, plan, communicate and develop an immersive 
story. The practical difficulties will be articulated in detail in the creative process section. 
One of the reasons for it is so challenging is the lack of documented knowledge and best 
practice guidance on how to design and produce immersive stories. There is a large 
information gap of tools, guidelines, tutorials, and technical documentation to support the 
immersive content creation.   
 
For the challenge of distribution, StartApp's Director of Virtual Reality, Ariel Shimoni pointed 
out “that is a massive challenge when approaching distribution in VR...You can create your 
own standalone experience around your product, or your brand, or whatever creative you 
created; put it on some sort of distribution platform, and wait for people to download this 
experience, or experience it somehow out of their own will. Alternatively, you can put in on 
YouTube as a 360° video and hope that people go there and put on their headsets and switch 
to VR mode. It sounds very cumbersome and not a very straightforward experience. But 
there is an alternative, where when you bundle your ad experience within an existing VR 
experience – so the user is already immersed in VR when the ad appears – that's a more kind 
of ideal scenario.” 
 
The challenge for immersive storytelling should not be discussed in a technological and 
business sense only, but also in the way this medium is going to develop its own dynamics of 
interaction with users in new fields. As Bucher (2017, p. 36) pointed out that the viewers will 
experience a greater sense of entering the space of the virtual third dimension rather than 
simply letting their brains only imagine that process through content creators' framing. In 
many ways, the edges of the frame have been convenient tools for content creators to rely 
on, knowing that they can hide what's "behind the scenes" in the story they are telling. As 
the camera moves in a fashion motivated by the story, the viewers' eyes and attention move 
along with it. In a virtual space is that every angle is open to viewers to explore and must be 
considered by content creators. If you are going to allow a viewer to pick an object up or 
enter through a doorway, the entirety of the experience must be considered as each option 
is presented. In other words, the larger narrative must be held in one hand while holding 
every angle of every detail in the other. This is something totally new to most content 
creators. For the first time, they must engage with their audiences in a space rather than a 
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frame. There are much more dimensions, details, interactions, and predictions of audiences' 
behaviors need to be considered in the creation process. 
 
On the other side, the viewers are no longer protected by the frames. The square frame has 
long acted as a window through which viewers see the narrative world. The frame and its 
edges affect the viewer's experience of the story a great deal. In some way, viewers are 
protected by keeping a distance from the scene. If they feel uncomfortable or threaten, they 
can simply look away from the frame. In an immersive environment, viewers cannot do it. 
This must be recognized when content creators crafting narratives. It can be tempting for 
creators to press the boundaries of how deeply a viewer feels immersed in a world. Striking 
the balance between the deep immersion the audiences feel in the experience and the level 
of comfort and enjoyment diverse audiences are capable of will continue to be of great 
importance when crafting stories in an immersive environment. (Bucher, 2017, p. 75) 
 
Creating an immersive experience is not an easy task and it is not for everyone. While 
immersive storytelling is novel and limitless, is often expensive, difficult to develop, and 
demands technological literacy. Therefore, content creators should always ask: is immersive 
storytelling the right way to tell your story? And if it is, how immersive does it need to be? 
(“What's the Story with Immersive Storytelling?” 2014) 

2.3.5. Opportunities for immersive storytelling 
 
The nature of storytelling will always remain the same. It's now about how intense of an 
experience you can create for your audiences. The opportunities for communicators exist in 
the discovery and development of the immersive technologies to provide a different 
narrative with a new level of intensity. A medium composed of computer simulations can 
give audiences the feeling of being mentally immersed or presented in a virtual world. It 
widens the connection between artificial information and human perception. Thus, 
immersive technologies can be a powerful tool to bring about changes in the societal 
challenge. 
 
Rubio-Tamayo (2017) conducted a systematic review on the opportunities and 
implementations of immersive technologies in the communicate, stimulation and interaction 
for cognitive science study and data visualization. Here we focus on the part related to 
immersive storytelling. As Rubio-Tamayo (2017, p. 11) pointed out that immersive 
technologies, in some way, simulates real-world components, but it can also represent 
abstract or non-figurative ideas such as data or metaphors. As VR is also an idea of a 
potential artificial, simulated and alternate reality, which he calls ASA reality. It potentially 
has many of the components of a real world, but with the possibilities to develop a series of 
imaginaries, phantasms, and other conceptual constructs. As this ASA reality, it also contains 
the features of fictional narratives and the power to represent ideas and simulate situations 
in order to project and configure a potential space of possibilities (as Bourdieu cites in Rubio-
Tamayo et al 2017, p21). 
 
As proved by Thöny et al.'s (2018) storytelling practices of data visualization, the storytelling 
approach for scientific data and information can make the message more approachable, 
engaging and memorable. Thöny et al. (2018, p. 3) pointed out that in well-designed 
animations, the events should be related by cause, intervention, and effect. The 
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consideration of the spatial, temporal, and thematic dimension of information helps the 
abstract data and information to become a relevant scenario everyone could see.  

2.3.6. Immersive storytelling in museums 
 
In this section, I will discuss the relevance of immersive storytelling in museums, since my 
design solution is intended to be implemented at the Visualization Center in Norrköping, 
which is a research and science center in Norrköping Sweden, conducting a mix of leading 
visualization and public outreach activities. The center hosts a large-scale arena for public 
visits and events including media labs, interactive exhibitions and an immersive 3D full-dome 
theatre (About C | the Visualization Center website, accessed 2019-04-06). Even the 
Visualization Center is not precisely a museum, it does have the public outreach activities as 
many other museums, and its full-dome theatre is intended to provide audiences an 
immersive "edutainment" experience.  
 
Danilicheva et al.'s paper (2009) addressed the relevance of virtual storytelling and learning 
experience. When visitors immersed in a virtual environment experience, even the 
disciplines that otherwise may seem dull, formalistic or bookish to them, become more 
interesting. Further, in VR we can transfer a lesson to inaccessible places and carry out 
demonstrations and experiments that are unrealizable on Earth. Immersive storytelling 
technologies also provide edutainment. It enlivens the process of study and makes it similar 
to playing a game. This enables audiences to explore a phenomenon involved and gives them 
a strong incentive to learn more. To describe this kind of learning scientists have introduced 
the term “edutainment”, which means a combination of education and entertainment. 
Modern scientific and technical museums employ edutainment principles. It has become 
very popular since the report "Modelling and Simulation: Linking Entertainment & Defence" 
was published in 1997 (Council, 2001).  
 
While Danilicheva et al.'s paper elaborated the implementation of immersive storytelling for 
abstract knowledge in a virtual world,  M. B. Stogner (2011a) investigated how to engage 
visitors in a narrative context for cultural and historical artifacts through immersive 
storytelling. His paper focused on the use of advanced digital media technologies in creating 
immersive, story-driven visitor experiences, and explored the potential of digital media 
technologies and new storytelling techniques in giving objects an emotional dimension and 
thus encouraging effective learning in museums.  
 
Stogner (2011b, p. 189) spotted the trend of modern museums using surround screen 
technologies, high definition video, and digital audio combine to create powerful immersive 
experiences that are increasingly used to plunge audiences into the life and times of another 
environment. So far, the digital media, internet-driven storytelling of the 21st century is 
distinguishing itself with several emerging characteristics. It is immersive, multi-sensory, and 
participatory (Stogner, 2011b, p. 190). Digital video and audio media techniques are 
frequently integrated with set and lighting design to create a sense of time, place, and 
lifestyle. Multi-screen videos, soundscapes, music, 2D and 3D animations, interactive, all 
combine to take visitors on a rich cultural journey. Multisensory and participatory immersion 
can increase both cognitive and emotional engagement, leading to deeper, more memorable 
experiences. As immersive technologies become better understood, their implementation 
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will become increasingly meaningful in providing art, history, cultural and scientific 
experiences to people from all demographics.  
 
Stogner (2011b, p. 193) categorized immersive experiences in museums in five  
types: experiential Immersion, narrative Immersion, theater Immersion, interactive 
immersion, virtual Immersion. Although this way of categorization is very arguably in 
practice, it provided us an opportunity to discuss immersive experiences in various contexts. 
1) Experiential immersion is sensory or aesthetic in nature with no narrative thread to guide 
visitors through the exhibition; 2) Theater Immersion is evolving from big screen films to 
multi-sensory experiences with environmental elements such as wind, mist, snow, as well as 
touch and smell; 3) Interactive Immersion is expanding rapidly both on-site and off-site. 
Internet connectivity, social networks and latest wireless devices combined with GPS 
locators are giving rise to myriad new ways to actively engage visitors; 4) Virtual Immersion 
is evolving in several directions. Web-based virtual tours allow visitors to navigate through 
representations of a museum's galleries. Another growing, yet less accessible form of virtual 
immersion involves software-enhanced goggles, helmets, and other forms of augmented 
virtual reality that enable people to explore a place from afar; 5) Narrative immersion brings 
history alive using story and character to contextualize objects and guide visitors through a 
narrative experience.  
 
Stogner (2011b, p. 192) stated that the use of new immersive and participatory techniques is 
a means of contextualizing objects, and perhaps a more effective way to reach diverse 
audiences and create more meaningful learning. They are often used to heighten visitors' 
contextual connection to artifacts and to expand visitors' empathetic understanding of an 
exhibition. Stogner pointed out that immersive technologies, particularly when combined 
with a powerful narrative, could be used to fully engage visitors in the same way that a great 
book engrosses a reader and a successful film creates the “suspension of disbelief” that 
absorbs viewers into the world on the screen. No matter the medium, successful storytelling 
touches the core of our humanity, engages our brains and our hearts, and leaves a lasting 
impression.  
 
In today’s multi-tasking, the information-overloaded era of distraction, immersive museum 
environments offer another compelling advantage. They provide discrete experiences free 
from external disruptions, which enable the visitor to relate more fully and mindfully to the 
content at hand, thus offer the opportunity to forge a meaningful emotional connection with 
visitors. An effective immersive narrative not only shapes the exhibition design, but it also 
provides a bridge between the visitor’s own life experiences and the story that represent 
another time and place. Audiences bring their own life experiences to these narratives and, 
through a heightened status of immersion, engage in a visceral exploration of personal 
relevance and meaning. Perhaps most significantly, this personal connection makes visitors 
care. It lures the audience into the narrative of another time and place and plunges us into 
an alternate world. Audiences become engrossed in the life and lifestyle of this other world.  
 
Stogner (2011b, p. 196) concluded that Immersive storytelling techniques can connect 
visitors to different experiences and to each other in meaningful ways. But the success of 
these new techniques depends very much on the authenticity and profundity of the content. 
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Best practices, particularly regarding representation, comprehensive research, and veracity 
of data, are essential to providing meaningful experiences rather than simply joy rides.  

2.3.7. Suggestions and guidelines 
 
Based on the research papers and web blogs about immersive storytelling (Arrow, 2016; 
Bucher, 2017; Jerald, 2016; Rubio-Tamayo et al., 2017; Thöny et al., 2018; “What is 
immersive storytelling?,” 2017) A list of suggestion for immersive storytelling was 
summarized as below: 

• Focus on the targeted audience 

• Define personas so that the VR experience can be designed to take advantage of the 
target audience's filters of general values, beliefs, attitudes, and memories 

• Focus on strong emotions, deep engagement, massive stimulation, and an escape 
from reality 

• Focus on creating and refining a great experience that is enjoyable, challenging, and 
rewarding 

• Do not discount visceral and emotional processes. Use aesthetic intuition to drive 
initial attraction and positive emotions 

• Be very cognizant of what colors they choose as arbitrary colors can result in 
unintended consequences  

• Focus on believability instead of photorealism 

• Focus on conveying the key points of the story instead of the details of everything. 
The users should all consistently get those essential points. For the non-essential 
points, their minds will fill in the gaps with their own story 

• Focus on the experience instead of the technologies 

• Focus on content, why users are there, and what there is to do.  

• Make the story simple and clear 

• Use a variety of depth cues to improve spatial judgments and enhance the presence 

• Include enough distance cues and keep them consistent with each other so that size 
constancy, shape constancy, and position constancy are maintained 

• Make sensory cues consistent in space and time across sensory modalities so that 
unintended illusions stranger than real-world illusions do not occur  

• Provide cues to bring back memories in order to associate the experience with a 
previous real-life or virtual event  

• Provide a relatable background story before immersing users into the virtual world 

• Encourage users to reflect upon previous positive experiences by providing 
suggestive cues 

• Minimize breaks-in-presence 

• Keep the experience tame enough for the most sensitive users 

• Make sure users end a VR experience on an emotional high—the end of the 
experience is what they are more likely to remember  

• Provide a specific goal to perform before users exist the story 

2.3.8. Key findings of the design context study 
 
In the design context literature review, we studied the techniques of storytelling for families. 
The four-quadrant movie was discussed to understand how to engage the target audiences. 
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The key elements for a successful four-quadrant movie were identified as 1) a universal 
theme; 2) relatable characters; 3) touching relationships; 4) engaging plot; 5) wonderful 
humor; 6) smart production. Then we delved into the classic three-act structure, which 
provided a detailed guideline on how to construct a good story in general. 
 
One section was deliciated to discourse what is immersive storytelling and what it is not. 
Since no conclusive definition of immersive storytelling found in the literature review, I 
formed my own definition with support from different papers. I referred to immersive 
storytelling as a storytelling method using immersive technologies, which includes VR, AR, 
MR, dome and other types of digital surfaces that one may experience immersive contents.  
 
Then I discussed the main challenges and opportunities of immersive storytelling which are 
technology, distribution, as well as the dynamic interaction between viewers and 
communicators. Immersive storytelling provides a new opportunity to widen the 
connections between artificial information and human perception. The immersive 
storytelling approach for scientific data and information can make the message more 
approachable, engaging and memorable. The consideration of the spatial, temporal, and 
thematic dimensions of information helps the abstract data and information become 
relevant scenarios everyone could see.  
 
A couple of researches on immersive storytelling in museums stated that the new immersive 
storytelling techniques are welcome catalysts for engaging a broader range of visitors in 
deeper and richer ways. Today's museums have unprecedented opportunities to play a key 
role in building engaged communities, using immersive technologies and storytelling 
techniques that ensure inclusivity, meaningful content, and relevant experiences. In the end, 
a list of suggestions was summarized for immersive storytelling development. 
 
Under the context of this research paper, the findings show that immersive storytelling could 
help environmental communicators narrate and envision a simulated and alternate reality 
and/or future to communicate to the target audiences in a more approachable, engaging 
and memorable way.  Through the media composed of computer simulations, 
communicators can provide audiences the feeling of being mentally immersed or present in 
the simulated world, thus widen the connection between the environmental information 
and the audiences. Through engaging immersive “edutainment” experiences in museums, 
the family visitors are likely becoming more interested, engaged in sustainable food-related 
behaviors to secure the future for themselves, their families and communities.  
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3. Methods  

3.1. Research through design methodology 
 
This research project follows the research through design (RTD) methodology, which 
basically means the design activities are part of the research process, and design outcomes 
are part of the knowledge contribution. It starts with an investigation of the target societal 
challenge and design context, explores different design methods, evaluates how different 
methods limit or stretch the design space, and strives to deliver two-levels of knowledge 
contributions: the artifact-level knowledge and the intermediate-level knowledge. The 
artifact-level knowledge is the design outcomes which can be used for the targeted societal 
challenge intervention. In this research context, it is immersive storytelling for 
environmental communication in a local community. The intermediate-level knowledge is 
the research outcome, in other words, the knowledge delivered by the theoretical 
framework research, the creation process, and the reflective discussion in this paper. This 
experimental knowledge generated from the design process can be abstracted and adapted 
to more than one design cases, even it is not general and universal scientific findings. In this 
research context, the intermediate-level knowledge is the insights into immersive 
storytelling and its experiential qualities from combining the immersive technologies and 
storytelling techniques, the new sketching and prototyping methods and learnings, as well as 
the attempt to apply immersive technologies in the societal context of environmental 
communication.  
 
In Stappers and Giaccardi's term (2017),  this project is a complex set of design exploration 
through formulating a conceptual framing. The following RTD activities are conducted: 

• Research planning - demarcating the research project through clarifying the research 
question  

• Theoretical framework building - confronting different theories with each other and 
with the situation for societal intervention 

• Concept development - conceiving and producing sketches and storyboards to reflect 
on the design decision making 

• Prototype development - deciding, reflecting and discussing aspects of the prototype 
with key stakeholders 

• Implementation and evaluation - deploying the prototype in a field study as a means 
to record contextual input from audiences 

3.2. Research planning method 
 
Political activist and actress Vanessa Redgrave was quoted saying "Ask the right questions 
if you're going to find the right answers." This has been proven very true in my research 
process. The refinement of the research question has been the main driving force to frame 
my research scope and ensured the research inquiry staying relevant to the social and design 
context.  
 
At the beginning of the research process, my research question was “how to communicate 
the connection between short-term food choices and long-term health and climate 
consequences through immersive information space, in order to enhance users' 
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understanding on the health and environmental impacts of food waste problem." It was 
proved to be not specific enough to start a concrete literature review. The topics for the 
societal context literature search were spread all over different areas. I found more than one 
hundred articles around "food and health", "food and climate", "food and environment" and 
"food waste". It was almost impossible to bring them into one concrete message in the 
attempt to support the design direction. On the other side, the term "immersive information 
space" was too general and new, it was hard to find anything would cover this term.  
 
With the help from supervisor Jonas Löwgren and examiner Stefan Holmlid, as well as my 
pre-research on these topics, I adjusted the research question to "how to communicate the 
connections between food-related behaviors and environmental impacts through immersive 
storytelling?" It helped to identify the thread of different topics and lead to a solid 
theoretical framework. (see Figure 2-1: the theoretical framework) 

3.3. Theoretical framework building 
 
I applied a systematic literature review of more than 100 papers, books and website blogs 
related with environmental impacts of food, environmental communication, storytelling, and 
immersive storytelling, in order to build a theoretical framework to support the design 
direction. According to Get-it Glossary (“systematic review” | GET-IT Glossary,” n.d.), a 
systematic literature review is defined as a summary of studies addressing a clear question, 
using systematic and explicit methods to identify, select, and critically appraise relevant 
studies, and to collect and analyze data from them. The advantage of a systematic literature 
review is that it allows researchers to have an approach to the topics from various 
viewpoints. The prioritization criteria of the research topics are based on their relevance to 
the societal and design context, as well as the effectiveness of the design options and the 
feasibility of working prototype development in four weeks creation phase.  
 
The research findings helped me to build a cross-disciplinary understanding of the domain, 
identify the subject connections, and clarify the design contents and direction. It provided 
the initial understandings of the questions posed in the research plan paper: 

• which food and environment related information and data are suitable for this 
communication context? (see detailed answers in section 2.2.3 for the sustainable 
food-related behaviors list) 

• what communication methods are suitable for immersive environmental storytelling? 
(see detailed answers in section 2.2.6 for the suggestions for environmental 
communication, 2.3.2 for the suggestions for storytelling for families, and 2.3.7 for 
the suggestions for immersive storytelling) 

• what are the user benefits and design challenges of environmental storytelling in an 
immersive environment? (see detailed answers in section2.2.4 and 2.2.5 for 
environmental communication challenges and opportunities, see 2.3.4 and 2.3.5 for 
immersive storytelling challenges and opportunities) 

3.4. Concept development methods   
 
With clarification of the above questions, I started the design concept development by 
setting user experience goals and evaluating the initial ideas, then wrote down the main 
narrative and defined the visual style. I tried to sketch out a storyboard and add details to 
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the design concept at the beginning of the concept development stage. It turned out to be 
one of the most challenging tasks in my design experience. I needed extra help to turn my 2D 
frame-oriented design mindset into a 3D space-oriented design mindset. I tried out different 
methods and spoke to the subject experts in dome content creation. I developed new 
methods to create a set of storyboards. A low-fidelity storyboard was used as a thinking 
mechanism to facilitate the inner creation process, to document the key elements of the 
story, and to drive the iterative design refinement. A higher-fidelity storyboard was used as a 
communication medium for production discussions with experts and supervisors.  

3.4.1. Design for emotion 
 
In the design context study, one word has constantly caught my attention, which is 
"emotion". It is one of the essential ingredients to create a successful family movie.  Kristina 
Reed (Staff ScreenCraft, 2013) emphasized the importance of emotional engagement with 
audiences. The story to family needs to be emotionally appealing; the theme of the story 
needs to have universal emotional resonance; the plot of the story needs to be filled with 
emotions; the characters need to be emotionally true and attached with the audience. 
 
Emotional engagement is also essential for immersive storytelling. Stogner (2011c) explained 
that immersive experiences that engage the senses create a heightened emotional and 
cognitive connection that ignites the imagination. Several studies have verified that 
immersion increases emotional engagement and creates more profound and memorable 
experiences (e.g. Falk & Dierking, 2000; Lee, Sakaki, Cheng, Velasco, & Mather, 2014; Taylor, 
2001). The studies found evidence that emotions have been linked to both decision-making 
and memory. As quoted in Stogner's paper, Damasio (2005) emphasized that emotions are 
impacting the experiences with which visitors choose to engage, the memories they make, 
and ultimately the learning that takes place. In museum environments, the museum 
experiences filled with emotional engagement can be deeply embedded in audiences' 
memories with the potential for significant learning (Stogner, 2011c).  
 
Therefore, at the beginning of the design process, I investigated the method of emotional 
design. According to Hu and Siu (2014, p. 2720, 2724), emotional design is used to describe 
design which is emotional either the design carried some sort of emotions, or the form and 
appearance can elicit and/or motivate some emotions to the users. The researchers pointed 
out that emotional design focuses on the user's needs and experience. They stated four key 
criteria and condition for emotional design: 1) There were three levels of information 
processing according to the situation and response: visceral, behavioral and reflective. 2) The 
emotional design was not only communicated through the style of design, function, form, 
and usability but also built up the experience for the user on their needs and demands. 3) 
There was no one-to-one relationship between emotional responses and design appearance. 
4) Emotion design should be consumed by the users and it was possible to appear in the real 
market. Plass et al.'s paper (2015, p. 128) examined design factors that may evoke positive 
emotions in learners and investigate the effects of these positive emotions on learning. The 
study showed that well-designed materials induced positive emotions and facilitated 
comprehension.  
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3.4.2. Experience-design and user experience goal setting  
 
The goal of this design project is to create a positive and engaging emotional experience for 
family visitors at museums. It can get some help from the experience-design method. 
Targeting for experience can provoke and inspire new mindsets for design practices and help 
considering experiential and emotional outcomes of the use of products or services (Olsson, 
Väänänen-Vainio-Mattila, Saari, Lucero, & Arrasvuori, 2013). As cited in Olsson et al. (2013)'s 
paper, Desmet and Schifferstein presented central "ingredients" of experience-driven design 
projects, which relate to understanding user activities and situations, envisioning target user 
experiences, creating and evaluating new service concepts. They also pointed out the 
challenges for experience-driven design, "The first is to determine what experience to design 
for, and the second is to design something that is expected to evoke that experience". 
Regarding the latter challenge, designing for experience is not simple since a certain 
experience cannot be guaranteed by design (Dix, 2003). The resulting UX depends not only 
on the system but also on the context of use and the users and their motivations, needs, and 
emotional states. Consequently, comparing to the design of usability, designing for 
experience is more open-ended and uncertain: objectively measurable targets are harder to 
be set, assessed and validated (Olsson et al., 2013).  
 
Thus, the key prerequisite for experience-driven design is to define what experience to 
design for, in other words, user experience (UX) goals are essential to driving the design 
process. Setting UX goals can concretize the intended experience and ensure the emotional 
aspect is always included. According to Kaasinen et al. (2015, p. 976), in the design process, 
the concrete UX goals help in keeping UX in focus throughout the complex, multidisciplinary 
product development and marketing processes. Olsson et al. (2013) introduced a Playful 
Experience (PLEX) goal setting method to help design practices ensure a general pleasurable 
or satisfying UX. The PLEX goals categorized user experience goals into seven groups: 

• Adventure - discovery, exploration, captivation 

• Caretaking: nurture, sympathy &control  

• Excitement: thrill, subversion &humor  

• Excel oneself: suffering, challenge &completion  

• Imagination: expression, fantasy &simulation 

• Physical: sensation, relaxation &eroticism  

• Social: fellowship, submission &competition 
 
My learning experiences with this tool showed that utilizing PLEX as a UX goal setting tool 
can provide design inspiration and guidance and help refine design ideas. 

3.4.3. Experience and storyline construction 
 
The user’s perception of a story is always sequential, although time as a narrative element 
can occur in many forms. Therefore, we stick to the term storyline for further discussions 
when talking about the experience path of the user through the story. Looking at storylines 
from a content perspective, they can follow a person or a theme, which may vary across 
locations, across time, or across space and time. However, because we want to “tell the 
story”, the question remains what a good storyline is and how can we create it.  
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The three-act structure is used for the experience and storyline construction. Thöny et al 
(2018, p. 126) addressed that a good storyline has a plot that develops over time in a tension 
curve, based on cause, intervention, and effect. A plot filled with tensions is crucial for a 
good and interesting storyline and attracts emotional engagement. Here, we can apply the 
three kinds of tension: suspense, surprise, and curiosity. As explained by Tan (1996), 
suspense is created when a cause is presented, but the effect is shown delayed; surprise 
arises when an effect is shown that later on turns out to be unexpected; curiosity or mystery 
is evoked when an effect is presented without information about the cause. Curiosity often 
occurs at the beginning of a story, but it can also be enticed at the end of a story, to attract 
audiences to stay on board for a series of stories or explore for more information actively. 

3.4.4. Metaphors and comics as the style of the story 
 
The style of a story is the unique manner of how the story is told and visualized. Metaphors 
and comics are chosen as the main approach for the narrative and visual style of this project. 
In the design context study, several storytelling practices of scientific information were 
reviewed (section 2.3.6). Gershon et al. (2001) promoted the use of metaphors and comic-
like presentation. Segel et al. (2010) identify comics as one of seven suitable genres for 
storytelling used in online newspapers. As Bucher (2017, pp. 75–76) stated, abstract 
experiences can push the boundaries of theme and structure in ways that more realistic 
approaches are unable to. Abstract experiences push boundaries, stir emotion, and express 
the intangible feelings of the creators. They can also showcase specific effects or graphics 
techniques, explore sounds, emotions, and other more feeling-based ideas. Animated worlds 
in VR can remove many of the technological challenges that presently exist in physical 
production.  
 
The design decision of visual style is relevant to the experiential fidelity, which is the degree 
to which the user's personal experience matches the intended experience of the VR creator 
(Lindeman &  Beckhaus, 2009, pp. 187–190). Jerald (2016, p. 209) pointed out that 
experiential fidelity can be increased by better technologies, but is also increased through 
everything that goes with the technologies. Providing perfect realism is not necessary if 
enough clues are provided for them to fill in the details with their imagination. 
Skeuomorphism is the incorporation of old, familiar ideas into new technologies, even 
though the ideas no longer play a functional role (Jun, Liao, Savoy, Zeng, & Salvendy, 2008). 
This can be important for a wide majority of people who may be more resistant to change 
than early adopters. The real-world metaphors can be incorporated into the story, gradually 
teaching how to see the world in new ways. Eventually, even conservative users will be open 
to more radical ideas that have less relationship to the old, through skeuomorphic designs 
that help with the gradual transition. As quoted in Bucher's paper (2017, p. 104), Noah 
Nelson rightly suggests that every narrative decision, from the color of the sky to the point of 
view of the audience, should be motivated. If not, the creator misses an opportunity to add a 
layer of depth to the story. 

3.4.5. Sketches for ideation 
 
At the idea development stage, I tried out different methods for dome experience 
visualization, since it is very different from my other design projects. As illustrated in figure 
3-1, a post-it-note storyboard was created to develop the narrative. It was similar to all other 
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design projects I conducted before, from design concept visualization to VR storytelling video 
sketch, they were all delivered in 2D rectangular frames. 

 
As a designer, I normally know how the outcomes would look like before sketching, and I am 
familiar with the 2D frames and spaces I would engage with my viewers since I grew up with 
this type of 2D media as a user myself and trained to design for this type of user experiences. 
The process of creating sketches for them is relatively easy. I just need to mentally enter the 
space of intervention, decide what to add and what to take 
away from the touch point of the user experience, image if I 
was one of the users what I might want, visualize what I had 
in mind with sketches, look at the sketches, enter again to 
make adjustment, and so on. I can continuously do it until 
feeling the externalization of the concepts, products, or user 
experience flows are close enough to what I had in mind.  I 
use sketches to facilitate the creation process, like Bill Buxton 
(2011, p. 114) illustrated in figure 3-2, designers' mind can 
have a dialogue with the sketch and mediate the conversation 
with imaginary users in mind.  
 
As mentioned in the challenge of immersive storytelling discussion, design for the immersive 
environment is something new to most content creators today. I could not find suitable 
design practices, tools, and instructions of sketching for the immersive environment to learn 
from. I must imagine my engagement with the audiences in a circular 3D space instead of a 
2D frame for the first time. There are more dimensions and details need to be considered in 
the creation process. If I could imagine how it looks like in my mind, sketching could serve as 
a medium to externalize the details of the story and scenes.  But this time, I could not 
imagine something I have very limited knowledge and experiences. Creating a story for a 
dome presented a brand-new design challenge. I had no design 
experience with dome's circular 3D frame (see figure 3-3). What 
dimensions of the canvas should I use? what is the portion and 
position of the visual elements? how they related to each other? 
where is the sweet spot (in this context, it means the viewing 
area getting optimum sharpness and where audiences‘ optical 
focus are)? How does the horizontal line look like? If I do not 
have answers for these questions, I would be left in a dark place 
in my mind when trying to activate the creation mechanism 
through sketching. If I do not know how to sketch my ideas for 

Source: Buxton (2011) 

Figure 3-2: a sketch of a 
dialogue with sketch 

Figure 3-1: sketches for different design contexts. 1. The post-it-note storyboard; 2. An 
example of the industry design sketch; 3. An example of the user interaction sketch; 3. An 
example of the VR storytelling video sketch 

Source: liu.se 

Figure 3-3: The dome 
theater at the Visualization 
Center in Norrköping 
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the dome, new ideas and details cannot spring out from the 
initial ideas. It becomes necessary to search for a new sketching 
solution for the dome.  
 
I have talked with Danwei Tran Luciani, the author of "Enabling 
Designers to Sketch Immersive Fulldome Presentation" (2016), 
and found out there is no straight forward solution to support 
the sketching for the dome. After trying out VR sketching tools 
like Microsoft Sketch 360, Storyboard VR, Sketchbox, Tiltbrush, 
Gravity Sketch, Masterpiece VR, I found they are more suitable 
for exploring and creating the experience in VR environment, but 
it did not speak to me in the way that facilitates the dialogue 
between my mind and sketches, since I know it is not how the 
story would look like in the dome. I visited some webpages 
about content production for full domes (e.g., “How to project in 
a dome » Domerama,” n.d.), and found out that there are mainly 
two approaches to convert 2D video format into 3D dome 
project - box mode (Jonathan Cremieux, 2011) (see figure 3-4) 
and fisheye mode (see figure 3-5) (“Creating Content for Dome 
Projection » Domerama,” n.d.) . Then I checked the fisheye 
trailer video on Fulldome Database (FDDB) website (“We Are 
Stars – Fulldome Show,” n.d.), and found out the fisheye mode is 
not intuitive to create and view on a 2D media (see figure 3-6). 
Then I chose to use the box mode for sketching and made the 
first draft of a storyboard.  

 
 
 
 
 
 

3.4.6. Storyboards for communication  
 
I have been using illustrated storyboards for a couple of design projects and found it is very 
useful for both internal project development and external communication. It helped me to 
decide on visual styles, add details to the concepts, define main production elements, as well 
as communicate with external people for cooperation and feedbacks. Jerald (2016, p. 337) 
pointed out that storyboards are early visual forms of experience. They are especially good 
at getting the point across to those only loosely involved with the project. 
 
While the box mode for sketching was effective to force my brain to think in a 3D design 
space, it was not intuitive enough to communicate the dome experience with others. At the 

Source: domerama.com 

Figure 3-6: A fisheye model for 
the dome video conversion 

Source: fddb.org 

Figure 3-5: A fisheye video trailer 

Source: Cremieux, (2011) 

Figure 3-4: A box model for 
the dome video conversion 
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beginning of the storyboard development, I went to 
watch several dome shows, talked with Emil Axelsson, a 
research engineer at the Visualization Center, to find 
answers for some of the design questions, such as: 
where is the sweet spot and field of view in the dome; 
how does the horizontal line look like. Based on my 
observation, expert inputs, and online information of 
the production methods, I created a visual template for 
higher fidelity sketching for the dome experience 
development and communication (see figure 3-7). 
 
The rule for placing elements are very different 
between the 3D dome space, 2D frame, and 3D box 
mode. In a Ø15 meter dome, the effective field of 
view is about half of the whole dome screen surface 
(the white zone in figure 3-7), and the sweet spot 
(the orange zones in figure 3-7) takes small portion 
of the available screen surface (the sweet spot can 
be 3-5 meters wide and 1-3 meters high in the physical 
space. It depends on where do you seat, and how wild 
your peripheral view can be). In a 3D dome space, there 
is nothing appears as a top, bottom, left, right edges as 
we used to have in a 2D frame (see figure 3-8) or 
different sides of 3D box mode (see figure 3-9). For 
example, for the same scene with three trees on the 
horizon, in a 2D frame mode (figure 3-8), we can say the 
top is the sky, the bottom is the ground, it has one tree 
in the middle, another two trees are placed on each side 
of the frame. In the 3D dome space, the middle area of 
the circle is sky, the horizon is at the bottom of the 
outer circle. For people never visited a dome, you can imagine it as you are laying at a half-
filled Ø15 meter swimming pool (figure 3-10-a), if you look up, you will see the sky and some 
trees around the swimming pool at your peripheral view, the edge of the swimming pool is 
the outer circle. If you lean up and look ahead, you will see some of the ground around the 
bottom of the swimming pool (figure 3-10-b). 
 
Figure 3-10: an example of the visual layer out rule in the dome 

 

Figure 3-8: A 3D box mode 

Source: LiU 

Figure 3-7: A visual template for 
higher fidelity storyboards 

Figure 3-9: A 2D frame mode 
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As showed in figure 3-10-b, every element is placed towards the center. Since the screen is 
so large, you are seating inside the hemisphere screen space, the trees are located at the left 
and right side of your physical location in a dome. For a 2D frame, you do not have to design 
anything for viewers looking around, because the screen is small, can be all fit into your field 
of view. But for a 3D dome, you still need to think about how it looks if viewers look around, 
even use it as an opportunity for storytelling, and utilize animations to lead audiences' view 
to different areas of the screen. Such as, creating a bird to fly from the tree at the front to 
the trees on the side and back, to make the audiences physically engaged with the story.  
 
One thing worth mentioning is, if you place a tree at the top of the circular sketch, 
theoretically, viewers could see it upside down in the dome (figure 3-10-b vs. 3-10-c), since it 
against the placement rule of the visual element in the dome. It would not happen in the 
prototype and final production since when we construct the scene in UE4's 3D space and 
convert it to a fisheye video for the dome, all the visual elements will be adjusted to fit the 
actual position of the dome screen.  For sketching and communication purpose, the 
challenge remains: If you really want to have something there for viewers to look back, such 
as above example, should the tree be placed upside down to reflect the placement rule of 
the dome, or should it be placed as normal to comply sketch viewers' viewing habit? If I was 
sketching in a 3D space in VR or 3D software, these design challenges and opportunities 
might appear very differently. This topic will be discussed in the future work section. 

3.5. Prototype development method 
 
Developing a working prototype for the intended dome show is one of the major challenges 
of this design project.  After talking with the content production experts Patric Ljung and 
Emil Axelsson at the Visualization Center, I found out that there are different workflows for 
the dome content creation. Adobe After Effects, Autodesk 3Ds Max and UE4 are used for the 
prototype development. I was not familiar with any of them at the start of the project and 
tried out all of them during the creation process. It takes times to get to the level needed for 
the 3D production with all of them. Based on Patric Ljung's suggestion, I decided to learn 3Ds 
Max for 3D object modeling and UE4 for dome content production.  

3.6. Evaluation method  
 
In the early stage of the design process, I found out that 2D flat screen simulation of a 3D 
immersive experience can lose the essence of the design solution, mislead the test users, 
and deliver unreliable evaluation results. The VR and dome environment are essential for 
creating such an immersive experience. It means current prototyping methods and 
equipment for the immersive experience set a large limitation on evaluation approaches. 
Although evaluation throughout the creation process is important and helpful, it cannot 
apply to this proof-of-concept design project, where the challenge rests with implementing 
concepts to a level of technical performance. It makes a possible evaluation at a later stage. 
Furthermore, immersive stories need to be evaluated at immersive environments, in order 
to convey the essence of the experience - being present and getting immersed in a virtual 
space. It sets requirements on the evaluation method and equipment. Thus, the UX 
evaluations are conducted at the Linköping University, where selected users experienced the 
immersive story in a simulated dome environment through a head-mounted VR display. 
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3.7. Journey map for the design vision 
 
The journey map is a commonly used research, visualization, and communication tool for 
service design. It visualizes the experience of a person over time. For example, a museum 
visitor journey map can visualize the overall experience a visitor has with a museums service, 
physical or digital media, or a theme. This might include recognizing a need, searching for a 
specific service, visit the venue, and using the service, as well as searching for something 
further, or using the service again. It is a suitable tool to visualize the intended immersive 
visitor experience of this project's vision.   
 
As Stickdorn et al.'s book This Is Service Design Doing: Applying Service Design Thinking in the 
Real World (2018) stated that journey maps help us to find gaps in customer experiences and 
explore potential solutions. They can be used to visualize existing experiences as well as 
potential future experiences. Stickdorn et al. suggested six factors worth considering when 
creating a journey map:  
 
1). Reliability: assumption-based vs. research-based journey maps. Under this research 
context, it will be assumption-based.  
 
2). State of journey map: "current-state" vs. "future-state" journey maps. It will be a future-
state journey map in this research project, which visualizes the potential experience 
someone might have with a not-yet-existing service or physical/digital product. Future-state 
journey maps help people to imagine, understand, and even experiment with the potential 
experience and context of use. They can help to select which aspects or specific steps should 
be prototyped and tested.  
 
3). Main actor/perspective: "customer" vs. "employee" journey maps. In this research 
project, the journey map will be built around family visitors.   
 
4). Scope and scale: high-level vs. detailed journey maps. The goal of this research is to 
envision a group of ideas for a coherent, interactive and cooperative immersive visitor 
experience, it will concentrate on the key part that tells a lot about the needs of the 
customer and how new ideas meet them. Just as a play or movie can show a lifetime in a few 
selected scenes, a journey map can show many of the overarching values and the tone of 
voice of a service using a partial view at the high level.  
 
5). Focus: product-centered vs. experience-centered journey maps. A product-centered 
journey map is a journey map containing only touchpoints representing an interaction 
between a customer with a service, physical or digital product, or brand. These journey maps 
leave out all steps outside the reach of a company. Experience-focused journey maps reflect 
the situational context and show how touchpoints are embedded in the overall experience. 
An experience-centered journey map can lead to better insights about what people really 
want to achieve and not only how they interact with a brand. This research is looking at the 
"seed and scale" impact of environmental communication. It is important to focus on the 
visitors' experience with environmental messages rather than their on-site experience in the 
museums.  
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6). Lanes and level of depth: adding various lanes in journey maps can be enhanced by a 
variety of optional lanes. Which ones are useful depends on the subject matter of the 
project? The lanes are altered to serve the project's purpose.  
 
To summarize, the journey map of this project is an assumption-based, high-level, future-
state journey map of the visitor experience at the Visualization Center.  
 
According to Stickdorn (2018, p. 59), there are several elements of the journey map. These 
elements are used as reference points for the creation of the visitor journey map (see the 
creative process section 4.9 for the visitor journey map). Since the journey map of the 
immersive visitor experience is a high-level map intended to present the vision of the overall 
concept, I adapted the elements of main actor, stages, steps, touchpoints, enablers and 
dramatic arc, and leaved out the elements of stakeholders, storyboards, emotional journey, 
what if, job to be done, and conventional channel. 
 
Main actor 
A journey map always focuses on the experiences of one main actor, such as a group of 
customers or employees represented by a persona. Some journey maps also combine 
various perspectives in one map - for example, comparing different customer groups or 
comparing customer experiences with those of employees. 
 
Stages  
Just as a movie is structured as a sequence of scenes, a journey map is structured as a 
sequence of steps (often also referred to as events, moments, experiences, interactions, 
activities, etc.). Stages represent the main phases of the main actor's experience, such as, for 
example, the classic buyer decision process stages of "Problem/Need Recognition," 
"Information Search," "Evaluation of Alternatives," "Purchase Decision," and "Post-Purchase 
Behavior." Stages help to structure a journey map and visualize its scale.  
 
Steps  
A journey map visualizes experiences as a sequence of steps from the perspective of the 
main actor. A step is any experience the main actor has, such as an interaction with another 
person, a machine, or a digital interface; but steps can also be activities, such as walking or 
waiting. The level of detail of each step depends on the overall scale of a journey map.  
 
Channels / touchpoints 
Channels refer to any means of communication involved at a specific step, such as face-to-
face interaction, a website, an app, a TV advertisement, or a print advertisement. Specifying 
which channels, the main actor is using helps us understand cross-channel experiences. A 
high-level map showing all possible channels provides a comprehensive overview of 
alternative end-to-end journeys.  
 
Backstage processes / enablers 
Backstage processes connect frontstage experiences visualized as steps of the main actor 
with backstage processes that are often visualized as flowcharts. Backstage processes reveal 
which departments and systems are involved or triggered at specific steps.  
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Dramatic arc  
A dramatic arc illustrates the level of the main actor's engagement at each step - for 
example, from 1 (very low) to 5 (very high). Such arcs of tension are a common concept in 
storytelling used in theater, movies, and books; in service design, these arcs are often used 
to reflect on the pace and rhythm of experience.  
 
Stakeholders  
A list of stakeholders involved at each step of a journey map reveals which internal or 
external stakeholders are part of - or even responsible for - certain steps. This helps you to 
identify potential key actors that should be included in research, prototyping, and 
implementation.  
 
Storyboards  
Storyboards visually represent each step through illustrations, photos, screenshots, or 
sketches to tell the story of specific situations, including their environment and context. A 
storyboard increases our empathy with a journey map and allows quick navigation.  
 
Emotional journeys  
Emotional journeys are graphs representing the main actor's level of satisfaction at each 
step, often on a scale from -2 (very negative) to +2 (very positive). An emotional journey 
visually reveals obvious problems within a specific experience. 
 
What if?  
The "What if?" lane asks at every step, "What could possibly go wrong?" This helps to check 
if appropriate service recovery systems are in place. Important scenarios or problems that 
happen can then be visualized as separate journey maps.  
 
Job to be done  
The lane for jobs to be done (sometimes also called user/customer jobs) describes what 
service or product, whether physical or digital, helps the customer to achieve - either for the 
entire journey map or for specific steps of it. This helps to move away from the current 
solution and create a new frame to look for opportunities or to discover steps that do not 
provide value to a customer but only exist due to the provider's processes.  
 
Conversion funnel  
A conversion funnel visualizes conversion rates between relevant steps - for example, how 
many people enter a shop, how many looks at a specific product, how many interact with 
staff, and how many buy it. Conversion analyses can be done for on and offline journey 
maps. They reveal at which step the main actor leaves a certain process and prompt 
questions for further research into why the actor leaves at this specific moment.  
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4. Creative Process 
 
The creative process has been iterative instead of linear. My secondary research has been 
stretched over the whole concept design and development process. The ideation activity 
started at the beginning of the project. As soon as the research question formed, new ideas 
were generated spontaneously and evaluated on a weekly basis. The sketching and 
prototyping methods turned out to be two of the most challenging tasks of this project, thus 
the investigation and experimentation of implementation methods started in parallel with 
the literature review. In the middle of the creation process, I realized 2D communication and 
prototyping methods cannot represent the essence of the intended immersive experience, 
and early user testing through ordinary user participation methods might not generate 
relevant and reliable user inputs. Therefore, the user evaluation activity was scheduled after 
the working prototype was available for testing. Instead, I approached professional 
immersive content creators for expert suggestions and feedbacks in the concept 
development stage. Consider the importance of the working porotype, the prototyping 
activities have taken more than half of the project time. The following Gantt Chart (figure 4-
1) showed the actual design timeline: 
 

 

4.1. Setting the goals 
 
At the beginning of a creative process, content creators always need to answer three 
essential questions: who my audience is, what is the communication intent, how to make it 
happen. Based on the findings from the literature review and discussion with key 
stakeholders (e.g. supervisors, museum staffs), this design solution targets the family visitors 
at the Visualization Center in Norrköping Sweden. In this project, immersive storytelling is 
identified as the major part of immersive visitor experience for environmental 
communication at the museums. In this design process, I experiment with storytelling 

Figure 4-1: The design schedule  
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techniques in the immersive environment to explore the opportunities and challenges to 
connect with audiences on a new level, in order to deliver the environmental messages 
about the connections of food-related behaviors and environmental impacts in a captivating 
way. This communication intent could be specified into three design requirements:  

• Visitors are attracted by the visual representation and interested to explore the topic 

• Visitors are affected by the story and feeling related to the story 

• Visitors are encouraged to return on a regular basis to refresh their learning process 
 
Based on my understanding of the intended environmental communication and 
communication techniques to family audiences, I chose the adventure, excel oneself and 
imagination PLEX goals (Olsson et al., 2013), and try to address them by connecting the 
design requirements with the detailed aspects of PLEX terms: discovery, exploration, 
captivation, suffering, challenge, completion, expression, fantasy, and simulation. 

• It intends to engage visitors through an expressive, fantasy and simulative visual style 

• The three-act structure of the story will build on the suffering, challenge, and 
completion elements of the plot 

• The story should be filled with discovery, exploration, and captivation 

4.2. Identifying the key message 
 
The key messages of communication are distilled from the societal context study, it focuses 
on three major areas: the environmental causes, consequences, and actions for 
improvement.  
 
For Environmental causes and consequences (as in section 2.2.1): 

• Agriculture is responsible for about a quarter of all GHG emissions, which causes 
greenhouse effects by retaining heat in the atmosphere. 

• The continued emission of GHG will cause further global warming and long-lasting 
changes in all components of the climate system, increasing the likelihood of severe, 
pervasive and irreversible impacts. Some of these impacts are already occurring, 
which include but are not limited to flooding, drought, warmer temperatures, storm, 
hurricanes, crop disruption, reduced yield, ocean acidification, and sea level rise. 

• Agriculture occupies about 40% of the Earth's surface. We need almost three planet 
Earth to sustain the life many of us take for granted today. It takes 3.25 acres to feed 
one person the typical western diet per year. If we multiply it with today's seven-
billons world population, it means that over 21 billion acres arable land are required, 
which is three times more than today's 7.9 billion acres arable land.  

• Livestock contributes 14.5% of total global GHG emissions.  

• Between 2010 and 2050, as a result of expected changes in population and income 
levels, the environmental effects of the food system could increase by 50-90% in the 
absence of technological changes and dedicated mitigation measures, reaching levels 
that are beyond the planetary boundaries that define a safe operating space for 
humanity. 

• We exceeded the biocapacity of the earth resource already in the 1970s and is 
quickly exceeding the confidence limits in the twenty-first century. 
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For actions for improvement (selected from section 2.2.3): 

• Reduce consumption of meat and dairy products – for the reduction of GHG and 
environmental impacts of production 

• Reduce consumption of food and drinks with low nutritional value – for the reduction 
of foods and drinks consumption in the “fatty and sugary foods” category, tea, 
coffee, and alcohol, leading to reduction in GHG emissions from production of these 
energy dense, highly processed foods 

• Reduce food waste – for the reduction of GHG emissions and environmental impacts 
including packaging waste 

• Consume less food and drink - consumption of no more calories than needed to 
maintain healthy body weight. Reduce the overall consumption of foods and drinks 

 
As you can see the messages identified for this environmental communication are complex, 
abstract and contextual. It can be overwhelming for the targeted audients and the 
storytelling environment. The public's literacy on environmental information, especially in an 
immersive environment, is just beginning to grow, thus messages and stories need to be 
simple. Furthermore, it was addressed in the challenge of the environmental communication 
studies, the information must be tailored in order to help audiences understand the 
environmental impacts of their food-related behaviors and motivate them to explore more 
sustainable diets which are healthier for the environment. The following infographics for 
environmental communication (figure 4-2) will be further simplified, tailored and integrated 
into the plot of the story.  

Source: ccafs.cgiar.org 

Figure 4-2: Infographics for environmental communication 
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Source: WWF. org.uk 

4.3. Idea generation and evaluation 
 
Since the beginning of the project, new ideas were generated from all sorts of stimulations, 
such as learnings from the literature review, inspirations from related works, and discussions 
with the supervisors and experts. The design ideas and the theoretical framework have been 
stimulated and shaped by each other throughout the process. The production feasibilities 
were investigated from research stages. In the beginning, all the ideas were recorded by 
words in an Excel sheet, documented with information on targeted hardware and software, 
evaluated with SWOT analysis, impact rating, and feasibility rating. The rating scale for 
impact was: 1 for personal impact; 2 for limited social circle impact; 3 for regional impact 
(ideas with scale 3 are selected for further development); 4 for national impact; 5 for global 
impact. The rating scale for feasibility is: 1 means cannot be implemented today; 2 means 
cannot be prototyped by a small team; 3 means cannot be prototyped by the designer;  4 
means can be prototyped by the designer (selected);  5 means can be implemented by the 
designer. See figure 4-3 for the list of early ideas.  
 
From the concept development stage, ideas were selected, integrated and visualized 
through a series of sketches and storyboards. In the prototyping and evaluation stage, the 
new ideas are discussed, selected and tested throughout the evaluation and refinement 
circles. (refer to section 4.6 for the detail of each storyboard, section 4.7 for prototyping, and 
section 4.8 for user evaluation) 
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Figure 4-3: A table of early ideas and evaluation 

4.4. Narrative elements and structure 
 
As articulated in the design context study, I utilize the learnings from "the elements of 
attractive storytelling for families" and  "three-act structure" (see section 2.3.2) to create a 
story to promote the sustainable food-related behaviors as identified in the societal context 
study (see section 2.2.3). In this paper, narrative elements are conceptually like the 
fundamental elements of fiction; in particular, they include theme, characters, and plot (see 
section 2.3.2). The three-act structure is used to create plots filled with tensions (see section 
2.3.2 and 3.4.3). By dividing the story into several scenes, the complexity is split up which 
allows the audience to grasp the main idea one step at a time for every scene. Structure 
(e.g., a timeline), highlighting techniques (e.g., close-ups), and transitions (e.g., animations) 
serve as visual narratives while the ordering of a story (e.g., linear), and messages (e.g., 
annotations) form the narrative structure (Thöny et al., 2018, p. 124).  
 
A story called “Trik's Party” is created. It is about a boy named Trik, who goes on a journey to 
find food for his birthday party in order to save the happy moment with his friends and 
family. On the journey, he records his learning of the causes, consequences and 
improvement actions of the food-related situations in a book called “A Journey for Trik's 
Party”, which could be served as a token of the intended immersive visitor experience, that 
is, a thing serving as a visible or tangible representation of a fact, quality, and feel. 
 
Theme 
The theme of saving your happy moment is intended as a 
fundamental and universal reference point to audience’s life: we all 
cherish our happy moment, no matter our age and gender. It is a 
message in which all family members can find something to relate to.  
 
Characters and relationships 
The main characters are 5-year-old Trik and 15-year-old Trik (figure 4-
4). It is a story about 15-year-old Trik from the future traveled back 
time to 5-year-old Trik’s birthday party, to help everyone learn more 
about sustainable food-related behaviors for a healthier life and environment.  

Week Ideas Targeted 

hardware

Targeted software Strength Weakness Opportunity Challenge Impact Feasibilit

y

W6 A virtual space where user can select food from a menu, then 

the amount of calorie intake would be reflected through a 

avatar (the weight of the avatar will reflect the total calorie 

intake), and the carbon footprint will be reflected through 

lighted windows in building (more carbon less lighted 

windows). At the landscape view, it will show a global map 

with the map turned from green to gray, if everyone on the 

HMD VR Sketch VR

Premier

immediate reflection of 

the environmental and 

health consequence of 

food choice

attention are 

stretched  into too 

many place

provided a coherent 

interlinked view of the 

different consequences

too complicated 3 4

W7 A animated storytelling in the dome theater, to illustrate the 

food choice and environmental impact

dome Unreal

3D Studio Max

After Effect

Premier

narrative story telling can 

make sure the delivery of 

the key messages

less personalized, 

hard to build 

personal 

relevance

an immersive, engaging 

experience, emotional 

attraction

why and how to 

create the dome 

experience

3 5

W8 An immersive museum experience with mixed reality - visitor 

starts to engage the topic through an immersive storytelling at 

the dome theater, then they are encouraged to try out more   

personal and contextual experience at HMD VR station

HMD VR

dome

Sketch VR

Unreal

3D Studio Max

After Effect

Premier

provide a narrative story 

about the connections 

between food choices and 

environmental impacts, 

then encourage visitors to 

try out a more personal 

and contextual experience

high requirement 

to the museum 

facility. Hard to 

implement in 

other context

an immersive, engaging, 

coherent, 

multidimensional 

experience and attraction 

for deeper learning and 

long-term memory

more complexity 

to the storytelling 

and interaction 

design. Need 

more time and 

technique 

expertise

3 4

W9 Use a consistent metaphor to structure the story, and 

consistent design style to create coherence across the 

immersive museum experience. 

Name of the story: Master Jorden's kitchen

Main character: Master Jorden and Trik Junior

Narrative style: conversational

Visual style: mysterious, magical, oriental

HMD VR

dome

AR 

interactive 

table

Physical 

cards

Sketch VR, Unreal,

3D Studio Max, 

After Effect, 

Premier, JS, AR app, 

interactive webpage

provide a coherent 

experience to expand 

learning, easier to 

understand for people 

have no previous 

knowledge and/or not 

familiar with digital 

knowledge

high requirement 

to the museum 

facility. Hard to 

implement in 

other context

an immersive, engaging, 

coherent, 

multidimensional 

experience and attraction 

for deeper learning and 

long-term memory

more complexity 

on the experience 

and service 

design. It would 

be hard to create 

and maintain the 

overall experience

3 3

Figure 4-4: The Triks 
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Plots and Narrative 
The three-act structure is used for plot creation. It 
includes:  
Act 1- setup: establishes the environment, situation, 
characters, relationships and the ensuing dominant 
problems faced by the key characters;  
Act 2 - confrontation: rising action, the key characters 
deal with arising difficulties, preventing them from 
solving the main problem;  
Act 3 - Resolution: intensifies the situation until climax 
or confrontation occurs.  
(Wilson, 2016 and Reedsy 2018) 
 
According to Wilson (2016)  and Reedsy (2018), An 
instruction of three-act structure building was created.  
I started outlining the story without looking at the 
instruction, so I wouldn't feel limited. Then I added the 
instruction aside the draft to ensure that every scene 
starts and ends with a clear purpose and direction.  
 
While the structure is the skeleton that must be 
present to create a living, breathing narrative, it is the 
flesh, hair, and features that truly make a creation 
unique. Uses of metaphor, symbolism, and other visual 
elements can compose those features. Finding ways to 
incorporate these elements seamlessly into the 
narrative creates a greater sense of audience 
engagement and enjoyment. The use of animation, 
voice, and music is also essential to the immersive experience. (These design and 
implementation details are included in the storyboard in the appendix). 
 
The story of Trik's Party 
 
(Act One: Setup) 
 
In an absolutely normal village, at an absolutely normal 
house, lives a boy called Trik. He is five years old. Yeah, 
not four anymore, five years old, exactly from today. 
Today is Trik's birthday.  
 
Like most of the 5-year-old kids, Trik is a happy, kind 
and brave boy, well, for most of the time. He doesn't 
like to be alone. That would make him sad. He has 
many many friends. Papa, mama, grandpa, and 
grandma are also his best friends, of course.  
 

Three-act structure instructions: 
  
Act One - setup: It is all about 
setting the stage. Readers should 
get an idea of who your 
protagonist is and what's 
important to them. Of course, 
nobody's life is perfect, and the 
exposition should give readers a 
sense of the current challenges 
facing the main character. 
 
Inciting Incident: This is the 
catalyst that sets the protagonist's 
adventure in motion. The catalyst 
is referred to as the “call to 
adventure,” and asks your 
protagonist to push themselves 
out of their comfort zone. The 
inciting incident proposes a 
journey to the protagonist — one 
that could help them change their 
situation and achieve their goal. 
 
First Plot Point: It represents the 
protagonist's decision to engage 
with whatever action the inciting 
incident has sent their way.  
 
 
 

Figure 4-5: The happy party scene 
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"Welcome to my party. We have meatballs, chips, and 
candies. Eat as much as you want!", Trik says happily.  
 
Everyone is so happy. They eat and eat. Food just keeps 
coming. It feels like it will never end until every one of 
them is happily filled up and cannot eat more, even the 
trash can is filled up with all the leaf over food. 
 
(Inciting incident) 
 
Time flies by quickly. Trik enjoys his birthday with 
friends every year, but there has been less and less 
food. Trik doesn't understand, why papa and mama buy 
less food now. They say everything becomes too 
expensive; many foods have disappeared. They say it is 
because of global warming, climate change, and many 
other things. Trik heard a lot of these words but never 
saw one.   
 
He hasn't eaten meatballs for a long time. At his 
fifteenth birthday, he cannot get any extra food for his 
party. That makes him really really sad. 
 
(First Plot Point) 
 
"No," Trik says to himself, "I have to do something. 
There must be food somewhere. I can go and find it so 
we can have a party again."  
 
Trik packs his backpack and starts to bike towards 
America. There are lots of cows. Trik will go there and 
ask for some beef to make meatballs.   
 
(Act Two: Confrontation) 
 
Finally, Trik arrives at a cow farm. He sees cowsheds 
and fences, but he cannot find any cows.  
 
"Where are all the cows?", Trik asks a farmer.  
 
"We stopped raising cows a long time ago. That's when 
scientists found out, raising cows for beef is not good 
for our planet. They eat lots of grains that could 
otherwise feed many more people. They make many 
gases that change our climate. Fewer cows mean more 
bread and a better environment for everyone."  
 

Act Two: Confrontation. This is 
the part where the protagonist' s 
journey begins to take form and 
where they also first encounter 
roadblocks. The protagonist gets 
to know their new surroundings 
and starts to understand the 
challenges that lay before them. 
You will also elaborate on the 
story's overarching conflict. As 
the protagonist starts to learn 
more about the road ahead, they 
will change and adapt in order to 
have a better chance of achieving 
their goal. In this way, the main 
character is usually more 
reactionary than proactive in the 
Rising Action phase. 
 
Plot Point Two: Our protagonist 
has fallen on hard times. They 
thought they were making 
headway on their goal and then 
the Midpoint came and threw 
them off their rhythm. The 
aftermath of the Midpoint crisis 
will force the protagonist to pivot 
from being a “passenger” to a 
more proactive force to be 
reckoned with.  
 
 

Figure 4-6: The sad home scene 

Figure 4-7: Trik bikes to the cow farm 
scene 
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"We cannot eat beef anymore? What should we eat?" 
asks Trik.  
 
"Well. There are many other foods you can eat, all the 
food grown in the fields are healthy for you and our 
environment." The farmer says.  
 
The farmer gives Trik a plate filled with bread and 
vegetables. The bread is so tasty. It has been a long time 
since Trik eat something so good.   
 
"Oh, thank you. they are delicious. Can I take some back 
to my friends too"? Trik asks.  
 
"Sorry, we don’t have enough food for you to take 
home. My friends here need it, too. You can go to 
China. They grow wheat. Maybe you can get some flour 
to make bread for your friends".   
 
(Plot Point Two) 
 
Trik continues his journey towards China. When he 
arrives, he sees the field of wheat, but it doesn't seem 
good. The wheat looks small and dried.  
 
"What happened?" Trik asks.  
 
"It has been like this for several years," says a farmer, 
"The weather gets warmer every year, our crop cannot 
stand the heat, so we get much less wheat nowadays. It 
is a big problem now."  
 
"why," asks Trik.  
 
"You see, we have 10 billion people now. Every year, we 
need more than three acres of land to grow food for 
one person. It means we need 30 billion acres of land to 
feed all of us. But we have less than 8 now. Do you see 
the problem?" asks the farm.  
 
"I see. we don't have enough food for everyone!" cries 
Trik.  
 
"Yes, if the weather keeps getting warmer, and we 
continuously eat more than we need and waste food as 
we do now, many people will starve," says the farmer.  
 

Act Three: Resolution. We've 
experienced the entire journey 
with the main character.  
 
Climax: The climax signifies the 
final moments of the story's 
overarching conflict. The 
characters face-off one more time 
and the main character lays the 
conflict to rest. 
 
Denouement: Finally, the dust 
settles. Underscore the theme, 
and Release the tension built up 
during the climactic sequences of 
events. 
 
Source: How to Write a Novel 
Using The Three-Act Structure - 
The Reedsy Blog (accessed 
2019/03/04) 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 4-8: Trik talking to an 
American farmer scene 

Figure 4-9: Trik talking to a Chinese 
farmer scene 
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"We have to do something," says Trik.  
 
"Yes. We all have to do something."  
 
(Act Three: Resolution) 
 
Trik writes down everything he hears about the food 
and the environment on his notebook as he continues 
the journey. He talks to people about how to save the 
food, save the future, and save ourselves. He bikes and 
bikes, for so long and so far until he forgets the time, 
and time forgets him.  
 
He went back in time to visit the 5-year-old Trik and give 
him his book of “A Journey for Trik’s Party”.  
 
(Climax) 
 
"Welcome to our party, we have bread, vegetables. 
Please eat as much as you need," says 5-year-old Trik.  
 
"Yes, remember, less meat, more veggies. " asks 15-year-old Trik.  
 
(Denouement) 
 
This is the story of "Trik's Party". Find more about Trik's journey in the Visualization Center. 

4.5. Narrative and visual styles 
 
The story of Trik's Party uses the metaphor of time traveling to communicate what you do 
today will decide what you can get in the future. The narrative style is learned from Karlsson-
on-the-Roof (Swedish: Karlsson på taken) which is a series of children's books by the Swedish 
author Astrid Lindgren (“Karlson on the Roof,” n.d.). Her style was proven to be very 
attractive to kids and families. To trick my brain to think and create in Astrid Lindgren's style, 
I borrowed some audiobooks written and narrated by Astrid Lindgren, then listened to them 
whenever I could, in order to immerse myself in Astrid Lindgren's fantastic world filled with 
emotion, imagination, and affection. 
 
The visual style of the immersive story is relevant to the experiential fidelity, thus none of 
the design decisions are random or arbitrary. It is a series of trade-off decisions based on 
different prospect. The visual style of the scene needs to find the balance between the 
realistic and cartoon look. It should not look too cartoonish or iconic, which can reduce the 
authenticity and impact of the message (figure 4-12-iconic). It should look imaginative and 
magical, so audiences can be immersed in the imaginary world and open to new ideas (figure 
4-12-selected). This style was used in the storyboard, but not implemented in the prototype, 
in order to reduce the development workload to a realistic level (figure 4-12-right). It 
indicates that the production competency is a critical criterion of the visual elements’ 
fidelity.  

Figure 4-10: 15-year-old Trik visits 5-
year-old Trik's party 

Figure 4-11: The book of "A Journey 
for Trik's Party" 
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In the beginning, I created the first scene with hundreds of detailed shine stars twinkling in a 
beautiful evening sky (figure 4-13-left), in order to bring audiences into the warm, 
memorable image of their experience from the first sight of the story. However, it took more 
than 10 minutes to render the sky in Adobe Illustrator. The efforts to maintain and edit the 
visual assets of the star elements became unnecessarily big. I changed the design of the star 
to a minimum version as bright spots (figure 4-13-middle) in the storyboard. When I created 
the sky in UE4, A plugin called "Ultra-Dynamic Sky" could stimulate the real sky through 
programming power. I just need to set some parameters to get the desired sky appearance 
and atmosphere (figure 4-13-right). It demonstrated that the power of the latest tools and 
techniques can highly enhance our design space. 
 

Furthermore, there is a subtle balance in how many sad images could be used for the scene 
(figure 4-14). It is necessary to show the negative environmental impacts through images, 
but the content creator needs to be cautious about how much "sadness" will be injected to 
the overall atmosphere of the story. Sad images of environmental impacts can prompt a 
desire to respond, but because they are emotionally powerful, they can also be 
overwhelming.  

Figure 4-14: Design decision - happy image vs. sad image 

Figure 4-12: design decision - realistic vs. iconic style 

Implemented in the 
3D prototype 

Figure 4-13: design decision - detail level 

Implemented in the 
3D prototype 
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4.6. Sketches and storyboards 
 
The design project starts with a wide range of ideas concerning the storyline and graphic 
design. A post-it-note storyboard is used to draw out the plot of the narrative, which can 
sketch different ideas quickly, check the elements and positions within a single scene, as well 
as the sequences and transitions between different scenes of the story (see figure 4-15- a). 
The use of the post-it-notes makes the replacement of each scene and the sequence 
adjustment easy.  

 
The box model storyboard is drawn within a cubic box outline on a grid paper which can be 
folded easily into individual boxes (see figure 4-15-b). 
This method tricks my brain to create a 3D 
environment and force my mind to think more than 
the front side. It presents dedicated design spaces 
for the top, bottom, left and right side. By laying all 
the box next to each other I "walk into" the virtual 
space, make the conversation with my imaginary 
audiences, and decide the contents, positions, 
dimensions, visual details, and duration of the scene. 
It is a bit like Matthew McCongaughey walked in the 
Tesseract (see figure 4-16) in Interstellar film.  
 
This sketching method activates the creative mechanism in my mind and helps me add 
details to the concept and decide the plot of the story. It is quick, intuitive, and easy to 
produce for interpersonal design dialogue. But its low fidelity is not suitable for external 
communication. I need something clearer and more specific, in order to engage experts and 
collect feedbacks on production methods as well as the feedback on the contents of the 

Figure 4-15: a) the post-it-note storyboard for the narrative development; b) the box model 
storyboard for the idea development; c) the illustrated storyboard for the concept development and 
communication; d) the screenshot of the VR prototype. 

Figure 4-16: The five-dimension 
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story from education experts. With the help of the visual template mentioned in the method 
section (3.4.6), I create 16 illustrated scenes of the storyboard, which can be folded into 
circle dome shapes (figure 4-15-c). It has been used to collect feedbacks from dome contents 
producer Anna Öst, education experts Lisa Johansson at the Visualization Center, and an 
experienced primary school teacher. (see appendix for the storyboards used) 
 
Anna Öst offered highly valuable advises on the production of the story. She addressed the 
importance of keeping constant, subtle movement of camera, to keep the audience in 
immersion (It is like people do not fix their field of view at one spot, their body or eyes have 
constant movements); utilizing the space of the whole dome - treating the creative space 
like a room, not just a screen, making things alive around the audiences (like how we 
perceive real-life surroundings); using all types of elements to draw audiences' attention and 
lead their senses to the things we want their attention to (like how we are attracted by visual 
and sound cues in real life). All her suggestions had critical impacts on my following 
prototype production. Lisa Johansson suggested having more female characters in the story 
in order to connect with broader audiences. Her confusion on the plot of Trik`s time travel 
triggered me to add more clarity to the story. Feedback from the schoolteacher helped me 
to make the narrative more fluent and comprehensible to kids at age 7-12 years old. 
 
The storyboard is truly helpful to trigger more discussion on specific dome ideas, but also 
shows its limits on conveying the animation, illumination and audio ideas of the concept, 
which are critical to the immersive experience as well.      
 
The illustrated storyboard is 
also used for production 
discussion with detailed 
information on key production 
elements. As exemplified in 
figure 4-17, it includes: 1) the 
serial number and the theme 
of the scene; 2) the setting and 
sequence of events; 3) the 
visual elements of the scene; 4) 
the characters and animations; 
5) the sound elements; 6) 
character lines; 7) estimated 
scene duration and total 
duration (see appendix for the 
final storyboard). 
 
The purpose of a single scene in a storyboard is to tell a specific moment of the story. Every 
scene is integrated into the story plot and logically related to other storyboard scenes. 
Scenes consist of a set of production elements. The serial number is for an easy reference for 
production communication. The setting of the story can specify the time, place, and 
environment where the story is happening. The sequence is a chain of action-and-effect 
events. The characters are driving the story and enforcing the narrative of the story. The 

Figure 4-17: An example of the higher-fidelity storyboard 
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elements are building blocks of the imaginary world. Animations, 
sound effects, music and characters' voice is to rouse audiences' 
emotions and increase immersion.  

4.7. Prototype development 
 
After storyboard creation, I start to create a working prototype for 
UX evaluation and concept demonstration. In this section, I will 
introduce the main tasks and outcomes of the prototype 
development, without going to specific technical details.  
 
Based on the storyboard, I create a task list for prototype 
production. For a complicated project like this, it is essential to 
have a proper task and asset management. (see appendix for the 
task list of w20) 
 
I create the 3D models in 3Ds Max, then export them to “. 
udatasmith” format for the import of UE4. The “.udatasmith” 
export and import are enabled by a plug-in from Unreal to support 
the file transfers between 3D modeling software and UE4.  
 
The models (figure 4-18) are imported to UE4 and placed into the 
scenes. The materials and textures are added to the models in 3Ds 
Max and UE4, since some material from 3Ds Max could get lost in 
the export and import process and need to be adjusted in UE4.  
 
Six major scenes are created in UE4: 
Figure 4-19 illustrates the party scene with blue sky, green trees, 
and party lights, to convey the happy moment.  
Figure 4-20 portrays the same scene with a grey sky, dried trees, to 
indicate the environmental deterioration.  
Figure 4-21 shows the globe where Trik bikes across the world to 
find more food, to signify Trik’s journey.  
Figure 4-22 presents a cow farm where Trik meets the American 
farmer and find out that cow raising is one of the biggest 
contributors to GHG.  
Figure 4-23 illustrates a wheat farm where Trik meets the Chinese 
farm and find out that there is not enough food for everyone. 
Figure 4-24 portrays the party scene with 15-year-old Trik at 5-year-
old Trik's party.  
  
After setting up all the scenes, I add a camera to each scene, then 
animate the camera to create the animated scene effects (like 
filming a movie with the camera movement). A series of video 
footages are created for editing. Then I use the UE4’s sequence 
editor to create an immersive story for the VR and dome 
environment by compiling the video, audio, graphics and text 
elements (It is a bit like video editing in iMovie or Adobe Premier).    

Figure 4-20: the second 
scene - home 

Figure 4-19: the first 
scene - party 

Figure 4-21: the third 
scene - globe 

Figure 4-22: the fourth 

scene - a cow farm 

Figure 4-18: examples of 
3D models 

Figure 4-23: the fifth 
scene - a wheat farm 

Figure 4-24: the sixth 
scene - party with all 
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After the movie sequence is created, my co-supervisor Patric Ljung helps me set up the 
Blueprint command to enable a VR demo with Head Mounted Display (HMD). The dome 
demo will be configurated after the project presentation day and user evaluations, in order 
to include the concept refinement based on the users’ feedbacks. 
 
Due to the lack of development time, some details and animations are not implemented for 
the first prototype. The focus of this prototype is to communicate the overall story, without 
going into detailed messages and exploring all the possibility for immersion enhancement. A 
video demo of the story can be found at the YouTube link: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lEVqrZPPFfw&feature=youtu.be 

4.8. User evaluation 
 
The user evaluation was conducted on the project 
presentation day on 29 May 2019. A VR demo area was set 
up at the corn of the presentation room (see figure 4-25). 
More than 20 participants tried out the demo. Most of the 
participants were design students and teachers, and many 
of them were not familiar with the immersive environment. 
Their feedbacks and my observation of their behaviors 
provided good inputs for the future development of the 
immersive story.  
 
In general, all the participants enjoyed the story and understood the environmental 
messages from the story. But before I can claim the effectiveness of this storytelling demo, I 
need to test it will external people who have less knowledge of the environmental topics and 
less literacy on visual languages. The focus of this first round user evaluation is to seek 
improvement areas for a more detailed demo with targeted users - family visitors at 
museums.  
 
The area for improvement is listed with priorities: 
1. improve the fluence and transition between scenes. 
2. need clarification at the end where a book showed up 
with the suggestion for sustainable food-related behaviors 
(see figure 4-26). The book needs to be integrated into the 
plot and developed with more information and animation. 
3. need more animation and immersion  
4. need more facts to make the environmental message 
more convincing 
6. need more humor to make the story more interesting 
7. need more engagement with the audiences. Maybe ask 
questions to the audience, to prompt audiences to think about their own situation 
8. less negative scene, more emphasis on actions to make changes 
 
Furthermore, I find that a VR demo cannot fully present the dome experience. In the VR 
demo, some participants expected to interact with the objects in the scene and felt weird 
when "floating" in the story scene. To demo a dome story, it is necessary to set up the VR 

Figure 4-25: the user test set up 

Figure 4-26: A book at the end of 
the VR demo showing the 
recommendations of sustainable 
food-related behaviors 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lEVqrZPPFfw&feature=youtu.be
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scene as a virtual dome theater, so the audience can experience the story in the right 
context and provide more relevant feedback for storytelling at dome theaters. 

4.9. An immersive visitor experience - Contextualization of immersive storytelling 
 
The primary design intent of the immersive story "Trik's Party " is to raise the audiences' 
interest at the environmental topic. Due to the limitations of the medium, it is unsuitable to 
communicate in-depth environmental knowledge and data. The dome show experience here 
is not designed to be interactive and customizable, thus it cannot deliver personalized 
information and suggestions to individuals. Therefore, this immersive environmental story 
alone is not adequate to address the intended societal challenge. The immersive story needs 
to be integrated into an immersive visitor experience to address environmental 
communication challenges and opportunities. To visualize this conceptual immersive visitor 
experience, I use an assumption-based, high-level, future-state journey map (figure 4-27) to 
present this experience at the Visualization Center (See method section 3.7 for the 
discussion of the journey map).  

Figure 4-27: a journey map of an immersive visitor experience 

 
 
The immersive visitor experience intends to address a broad definition of immersive 
storytelling as a coherent theme-driven multi-touchpoint user experience with visitors' 
participation to the environmental communication in the community. It intended to build 
understanding through tangible experiences that can enable societal changes. Encouraging 
public engagement with environmental topics through the immersive experience provides a 
novel way of connecting people, places and contexts.  
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As showed in figure 4-27, the immersive visitor experience is supported by a combination of 
immersive technology enabled touchpoints which are fully integrated with the theme of 
"Trik's Party". It includes (highlighted with big icons on the journey map): 

• 360° interactive webpage and interactive video trailer, to offer prospective visitors the 
information of the story. It can facilitate the "seed and scale" societal change of 
environmental activities, in order words, visitors can pass out the word of mouth and 
demonstrate their learnings to people outside the museum, attract more people enter 
the immersive story, as well as enable the museum staffs to promote the experience.   

• AR treasure hunt and sustainable diet support mobile app, to intrigue the visitors to 
start the experience journey before or at the start of the visit, provide a two-way 
communication channel between visitors and the institution at the exit of the visit, 
enable a medium for a long term engagement in the future, such as, sending new 
immersive contents updates, relevant environmental information and recommendations, 
invitation for immersive content co-creation workshops and environmental activities. In 
the long term, visitors can use the app in daily life to subscribe to sustainable diet 
recommendations and knowledge updates. 

• A dome show, to introduce visitors to the theme through immersive storytelling, 
stimulate the emotional empathy to the presented environmental challenge and provide 
actionable and easy to remember recommendations on sustainable food-related 
behaviors 

• An interactive touch-table with more reference information about the environmental 
impacts of food products, to support the overall story, provide more detailed 
recommendations, encourage group interaction and cooperation, attract other visitors 
on-site, and provide an open platform for the environmental communication.  

• An HMD VR world for personalized sustainable diet recommendation supported by 
sensing technology, interactive UI and data visualization, in order to help visitors make 
environment-friendly food choices. In the VR world, more personalized diet 
recommendation will be presented based on the information (e.g. user's age, gender, 
Body Mass Index (BMI), activeness) from sensing result and/or user's selection. User can 
choose the food types and make the recommendations more relevant to their interest, 
such as, select the favorite food, and deselect the food they do not eat, then the daily 
calorie, nutrition value, and carbon footprint of the chosen meal will be calculated and 
visualized spontaneously. Users can explore different food options and get instant 
feedback on the health and environmental impacts of their choices, and get 
recommendations for more sustainable diet change. Users can synchronize their food 
choice results and sustainable diet recommendations to their personal account in the 
mobile app. 

• AR treasure hunt with AR clues embedded at the venue, to lead the visitor through the 
key touchpoints. This type of gamified immersive storytelling gives the visitors realistic 
first-person challenges and provides the opportunity for more personalized storytelling 
experience. 

 
To complete the coherent journey, some common marketing, product and service 
touchpoints are included in the journey map (the small icons on the journey map): 

• Marketing and PR activities, such as word of mouth and SNS campaigns, direct 
marketing, advertisement, and campaigns, are adapted to create the awareness of the 
experience offer and communicate general information in traditional channels  
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• A free book of “Trik’s Party” as the incentive for the AR treasure hunting, to disseminate 
the key messages of sustainable behaviors related to food 

• Sustainable diet planning accessories and other theme-related gifts at the gift shop 

• Exit activities to support the Customer Relationship Marketing (CRM), such as visitors 
can leave comments, share the experience on SNS, download information packages, sign 
up workshops and activities. New experiments through social networking, on-site 
dynamic feedback, and multi-user installations can engage visitors and potential visitors. 

• Retention program for future engagement, such as, to promote “You may also like” 
suggestion of new contents, and “You may want to join” invitation for environmental 
activities 

 
This visitor journey map envisions a rich immersive visitor experience by providing means of 
exploring nonlinear and hyperlinked immersive information space, which is further enhanced 
when users can share that information with others, both on-site and virtually.  But it does 
not attempt to represent the full complexity of a service offering with all its options. Instead, 
it shows one typical or particularly interesting instance of a service.  
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5. Discussion and Conclusion 
 
This project explores the challenges and opportunities to apply immersive technology in 
environmental communication, with a specific focus on immersive storytelling, in order to 
capture people's attention, keep them engaged long enough, as well as motivate them to 
take actions towards more sustainable food-related behaviors. It started with the research 
question "how to communicate the connections between food-related behaviors and 
environmental impacts through immersive storytelling". My research and design activities 
focus on justifying the motivations, guidelines, and contents of environmental 
communication. This paper builds on the knowledge of scientific findings, communication 
methods, content creations, and service design. To support the creation process, new 
sketching, storyboarding and prototyping methods are developed for this type of dome 
content creation. As the research outcomes, an immersive story called "Trik’s Party" for 
dome shows and a journey map of the immersive visitor experience is created to attract the 
public's interest in the targeted environmental messages.  

5.1. Research process summary  
 
The research started with investigating and building a theoretical framework for the design 
project. The societal and design context studies discourse environmental communication 
and immersive storytelling from different perspectives and contribute to the design direction 
and contents of the targeted environmental communication.  
 
The societal context literature review emphasizes the connection between food and 
environment, addresses the fact that no single environmental measure is enough to keep 
the food system effects within all planetary boundaries. The food-related behavior change is 
essential to mitigate the environmental pressures. The complexity and contextual trait of the 
connections between food and environment pose challenges for the public communication 
of this topic. Throwing more and more facts about the environmental problems at people is 
unlikely to shift minds and hearts in any appreciable way. Instead, we need to develop new 
approaches to shape individuals' engagement with environmental issues. After an in-depth 
study of environmental communication research and practices, the focus of the 
environmental communication messages is built around the general causes, consequences, 
and actions to address the connections between food and the environment.  
 
In the design context literature review, the techniques of storytelling are investigated to 
understand how to engage the target audiences through interesting stories. The storytelling 
methods are discussed under the context of the immersive environment. I refer to 
immersive storytelling as a storytelling method using immersive technologies, which includes 
VR, AR, MR, dome and other types of digital surfaces that one may experience immersive 
contents. The main challenges of immersive storytelling are technologies, distribution, as 
well as the dynamic interaction space between viewers and communicators. Immersive 
storytelling provides a new opportunity to widen the connections between environmental 
messages and audiences' perceptions. Today's museums have unprecedented opportunities 
to play a key role in building engaged communities with immersive technologies and 
storytelling techniques. The design context of this project is to create an immersive story for 
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the dome at Visualization Center, in order to engage its visitors and attract them to become 
more interested, engaged in sustainable food-related behaviors. 
 
While RTD serves as an overarching design research methodology for this project to direct 
the overall research and creation process, a collection of methods for design and immersive 
storytelling has been investigated and adapted, such as design for emotion, design for 
experience, experience goal setting, and the journey map. Two different sketching methods 
have been invented and experimented with to support the dome content creation tasks. A 
low-fidelity box-model storyboard has been used for interpersonal ideation and concept 
development, and a higher-fidelity circle-shape storyboard has been used for external 
communication with subject experts. After the working prototype developed with 3Ds Max 
and UE4 for the VR and dome demos, the visitor journey map has been used to envision the 
immersive visitor experience in museums. The investigated methods in this paper are not 
exhaustive, especially narrative and technology possibilities are constantly evolving. The 
presented resources are intended to give people who are unfamiliar with the development 
process of an immersive story a framework for understanding.  
 
Based on the target user experiment goals, design guidelines have been given to direct the 
detailed articulation and visualization of the story. Ideas have been collected throughout the 
research process. The knowledge about food-related environmental impacts is simplified and 
integrated into the plot of the story. A series of storyboards have been used to drive the 
narrative and visualization development and communication. A working prototype has been 
developed to show an animated story called "Trik's Party", which intends to communicate 
the connection between food and environment at the Visualization Center's dome. At the 
end of the creation process, the immersive visitor experience is envisioned through a visitor 
journey map to address the broad definition of immersive storytelling as coherent multi-
touchpoint user experience with visitors' participation to the environmental communication 
in the community.  

5.2. Knowledge contribution 
 
As observed in this design research process, the research inquiry from a designer's 
perspective enables the creation of a meaningful experience to provide new approaches for 
environmental communication. In Stappers and Giaccardi's term (2017), the knowledge 
contributions of this research project are: 

• The artifact-level knowledge: the VR and dome demos of the immersive story “Trik’s 
Party”, which showcase the implementation of immersive storytelling for 
environmental communication. As well as the journey map of the immersive visitor 
experience, which promotes the combination of information design, media 
experience development, and service design to convey a coherent immersive visitor 
experience at museums. They can work as pragmatic and experimental design 
interventions to the targeted societal challenge – to communicate the connections 
between food-related behaviors and environmental impacts to the public.  

• The intermediate-level knowledge: 1) the clarified societal challenge of the food-
related environmental impacts; 2) the identified challenges and opportunities for 
societal intervention through connecting environmental communication with 
immersive technology; 3) the demonstrated design contribution through the creation 
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of the immersive storytelling demos and the vision of the immersive visitor 
experience; 4) the articulated creation process and learning from working on the VR 
and dome demos, which turned out to be one of the most challenging and 
underexplored design fields. 5) the ice-breaking attempt to explore new sketching, 
storyboarding and prototyping methods for the dome content development. 

5.3. Research limitations and opportunities 
 
As with any new medium, learning what does not work will be just as significant as learning 
what does. This section will start with discussing what does not work, or what is limited in 
this research, then expand on what can be done in the future.    

5.3.1. The limitations and opportunities of the societal context study  
 
Limitations 
In the societal context study, a list of suggestions for environmental communication was 
proposed: 1) find the target audience; 2) know what motivates the audiences; 3) highlight 
solutions; 4) tell stories; 5) make it local; 6) leverage the right messengers and multi-mode 
communication channels; 7) facilitate two-way communication. As you can see, not all the 
identified environmental communication opportunities are addressed in this design inquiry, 
such as an in-depth study of audience segments for environmental communication, profile 
development of the target audiences, integration of local and culture-specific message, and 
stakeholder’s involvement. All these factors have significant impacts on communicating the 
environmental messages at a more specific and relevant level, but this research project has 
to stay general at this stage since the time to go deeper is not sufficient.   
 
On the other side, in the motivation section, I talked about the importance of simplifying the 
environmental terms, in order to be more inclusive in environmental communication, since 
many audiences missed the introduction stage of the basic environmental terms, became 
overwhelmed with professional terms. As you can find in this paper, I also used 
environmental terms without further explanations to keep the paper concise and fluent. 
Also, I do not want to frame readers with one definition of these terms. Most of the 
environmental issues are complex and contextual. Readers need to build their own 
understanding of the terms related to their inquiry context.  
 
Furthermore, the knowledge of scientific studies on food-related environmental impacts is 
transformed into specific behavioral recommendations without interviews or discussions 
with the audiences and subject experts, such as people who work in environmental 
communication and experts in pedagogy. Two-way communication with the public is limited 
to the concept level in this paper. More participatory approaches could facilitate two-way 
communication with audiences and collect experts’ input. At the beginning of the project, I 
had to make the tradeoff decision between spending time investigating knowledge from 
scientific studies and related works or spending time finding, organizing and conducting 
interviews or workshops with experts and audiences. Since I would like to build a systematic 
understanding of broad topics first, I chose to prioritize the theoretical framework, instead of 
collecting audiences' and local experts’ viewpoints at the beginning of the study. 
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Opportunities 
In the societal context study (section 2.2.6), I mentioned the importance of audience 
segmentation for environmental communication, without delve into what the current 
segmentation methods and outcomes are. It is an important topic for further societal 
context study. Furthermore, we need to consider the segmentation method under its design 
context- museums.  Even though some museum staffs stated that “the target audiences for 
museums are everyone”, it does not mean a proper audience segmentation and profiling is 
not relevant. Falk (2009) suggested that we should stop thinking about visitors as definable 
by some permanent quality or attributes such as age or ethnicity. Instead, we need to 
appreciate that every visitor is a unique individual, each capable of having a wide range of 
very different kinds of visitor experiences. With new media technologies, visitors can tailor 
their learning experience and character roles according to their interests, needs, and 
abilities. A deeper and broader understanding of the segment and profile of visitors can help 
to profile the immersive visitor experience for different types of visitors and different 
knowledge levels of environmental topics. For example, younger generations learn in very 
different styles than the passive exhibition approaches offered by many traditional 
museums. They are growing up in a media-rich, networked society and have different 
expectations. The Millennials, people born in the early 1980s-early 2000s, tend to be team-
oriented, collaborative, and “active users of culture” rather than “passive consumers”. 
Children are affected differently than adults and interact in a different way. Digital natives 
are familiar with swipe gestures, whereas digital immigrants may need additional user 
interface elements to proceed from one scene to another.  
 
Although this study did not delve into the regional specific climate and environmental 
challenges due to limited time, it does not mean it is not as important as others. On the 
contrary, it is so essential and needs dedicated time and resources for credible and 
convincing story development. Löfström & Svan (2017) explained that to enable users to 
assess the environmental consequences of their actions, the visualization must relate to the 
eco-systems of which the user is part. Input from Glaas et al.'s environmental 
communication tool testing (2015) suggested it is important to explicitly highlight locally 
anticipated climate change impacts in a relatively near future, relate impacts to experienced 
weather risks. In order to spur understanding and engagement, communicators need to 
make individual choices explicit, illustrate how individual actions can make a perceivable 
difference, which is often referred to as local reference points. The local public and experts 
could know the local reference points as well as, or even better than researchers. An 
insufficient study on the local environmental issues could immediately break the trust and 
bring the audiences out of the immersion. Therefore, the collection and validation of the 
local environmental information are critical areas of further societal context study. 
 
To address the societal challenge of environmental communication, engagement with 
science and community stakeholders would be valuable. As outlined in Dulic et al.'s research 
(2016, p. 56), this process of inquiry is not reserved for any special class of professional 
activity, but rather draws from the transdisciplinary approach that integrates various 
perspectives in a shared community vision in order to effectively respond to problems. This 
process motivates visioning, designing and practicing futures—not through purely cognitive 
reflection but rather through multimodal and tangible experiences. Expertise in design and 
science can work together across disciplines to approach complex future visioning processes 
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and create reflective community spaces which build a solution for addressing environmental 
challenges. Shrivastava and Kennelly (2013) suggested a communication framework that is 
embedded in a local place and that can reveal the intricate links among experience, 
environment, management, politics and scientific knowledge in an integrated whole, with a 
core goal of promoting knowledge transfer and sustainable futures. If possible, the next step 
of this study is trying to build a research alliance with local experts to test, develop and 
expand the learning and impact of the immersive storytelling for environmental 
communication in local communities.  

5.3.2. The limitations and opportunities of the design context study 
 
Limitations  
In this study, the term "immersive storytelling" 
is presented in a narrow sense. It specifically 
means the design context of the animated 
"Trik's party" story in the immersive dome 
environment. If we think about the "immersive 
storytelling" in a broad sense, it represents the 
coherent immersive visitor experience, as 
envisioned in the visitor journey map (section 
4.9). If we take this broad interpretation, the 
design context study would go beyond the 
technique of storytelling and immersive 
storytelling. As illustrated in figure 5.1, it could 
include studies of various immersive 
technologies (red labels in figure 5-).  
 
Even for the narrow definition of "immersive 
storytelling", the related works and academic 
papers are very limited today. Since it is a new 
field of study that just started to gain attention 
from researchers and practitioners, the 
resources and documentation for newcomers are still scarce and sometimes are low quality. 
Readers need to be open and discreet to find, filter and identify the right references. As with 
any new medium, experimentation and creative thinking are what will push the tools to 
deeper depths of immersive storytelling. As Bucher (2017, p. 16) pointed out that in nearly 
every interview conducted for his book, the creator stated that no one has completely 
figured out the new language of storytelling, that all efforts are simply the earliest efforts, 
and that the most important issue was to be aware of and learn from the efforts of everyone 
else creating work in this space. Holding immersive storytelling somewhat loosely with an 
open hand was a practice this author frequently encountered.  
 
Another important thing I did not expand in the design context study is the relationship 
between immersive technology and storytelling.  As Bucher (2017, p. 16) stated, one of the 
disadvantages of our rapidly advancing technological progress has been that the ability to 
look professional and engaging without having any real content to back up such 
characteristics has been put in the hands of all users, regardless of their level of expertise. 
This can lead to implementations of style over substance. It is not uncommon to see some 

Figure 5-1: a potential multimode 
communication channel for an immersive 
visitor experience
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VR or dome applications, which have no real or good story, but which supports the use of 
immersive technology, become a toy of the creators instead of a meaningful communication 
medium. This type of superficial combination of immersive technology and storytelling can 
undermine the credibility and devalue the relevance of immersive storytelling to drive 
societal changes.  
 
Opportunities 
The story prototyped in this project is just a "starter" 
of the intended immersive visitor experience. As the 
main touchpoints of the envisioned experience, Head 
Mounted Device (HMD) VR has the potential to 
provide more interactive, personalized immersive 
experience; augment reality and interactive table 
(figure 5-2) can lower down the threshold of the 
experience, and attract more visitors to engage with 
the story; tangible information kit or toolkit can make 
the experience more physical and gamic, hence 
enhance the group learning. The 360 videos and 
interactive website could help the communication of 
the story, and facility the "seed and scale" environmental communication, in order words, 
visitors can pass out the word of mouth and demonstrate their learnings to people outside 
the museum, attract more people enter the immersive story, as well as enable the museum 
staffs to promote the experience. Each domain of these technology enablers needs to be 
investigated and synthesized based on their relevance and effectiveness for an immersive 
experience. To create a solid theoretical framework of this type of design context, in-depth 
studies on each potential medium, comparative and experimental studies between different 
solutions, as well as the synergy and workflow studies to combine them, would be essential. 
 
Furthermore, the new possibilities and perspectives will continue to arise as content creators 
forge the path ahead and find innovative ways to connect with their audiences. As addressed 
by Rubio-Tamayo (2017), it is necessary to explore the possibilities for communication and 
interaction offered by the emerging and continuously evolving media, and its power to 
develop immersive experiences regarding the possibilities of integrating human senses into 
it. Immersive environments and interactive technologies are a research domain with 
applications in various fields of knowledge, as well as educational approaches and as a tool 
for societal change. It is necessary to continue building theoretical approaches regarding 
adaptation and creation of the new media, as well as to go further into research in areas 
such as information design, interaction design, user interface design, user experience design, 
and service design, among other areas.  
 
As mentioned in the limitation of the design context study, the relationship between 
storytelling and immersive technology remains to be explored. The evolution of immersive 
experience in short-term will be evidently technological, but it is also connected to our 
ability to conceive new stories and to make users interact with it. An immersive reality could 
transmit sensations beyond visual, aural and haptic ones, could be one step further in the 
transformation of reality. The content creators should always keep in mind, the technologies 
should serve the stories we dream and allow us to use more efficient and powerful ways to 

User

Co-user

Observer

Staff

Figure 5-2: engaging other visitors 
through more visible interactions on 
the interactive table 
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tell them. If time allowed, we could investigate some of the "bad examples" together with 
the good examples, in order to remind ourselves what to do and what not to do, which could 
be a critical part of a learning process. 

5.3.3. The limitations and opportunities of the design method and process 
 
Limitations  
The creation field of immersive storytelling is quite new in the design community. There are 
limited design methods to support this type of creation process. It was hard to find tools, 
guidelines, and documentation for immersive storytelling design and production. During the 
concept visualization stage, the immersive story needs to be structured, elaborated and 
presented in a new way. This workflow should open the mind to detect unknown spatial or 
temporal patterns in the design space. I have tried to develop a few new solutions to sketch 
and prototype the dome user experience, but it just touched on the basic of the challenges 
of defining tools, methods, and workflows for immersive experience creation. The methods 
derived from this study are largely based on 2D visualization media (e.g., the sketches and 
storyboards) and 2D graphic design tools (e.g., Adobe Illustrator). The potential of UX 
sketching was not fully explored in a 3D environment, such as sketch out user experience in 
VR development tools like SketchUp. On another side, the potential of 2D tools for VR 
experience development was not fully explored to lower the threshold of VR experience 
development for graphic designers. For example, there is no clear solution or workflow to 
convert simple 3D objects from Photoshop to scenes created in UE4. Because of the time 
limitation, I went straight to the tools recommended by experienced dome content creators.  
 
The other limitation of the design method for immersive storytelling is on the co-design and 
evaluation side. At the early stage of the design process, I found out that 2D flat screen 
simulation of a 3D immersive experience can lose the essence of the design solution, mislead 
the test users, and deliver unreliable evaluation results. The VR and dome environments are 
essential to creating such an immersive experience. It means current prototyping options 
and equipment for immersive experience set a large limitation on co-design and evaluation 
approaches. Co-design became less relevant in this design context and the concept 
evaluation needs to be conducted at a later stage - after the working prototype was 
implemented. Interviews with external experts are not possible since their lack of access to 
the immersive environment (VR & dome). The UX evaluations of the design output are 
conducted at the LiU, where selected users experienced the immersive story in a VR 
environment through an HMD. The content creators miss the opportunity to test their 
stories with the target audiences - family visitors at museums and observe its effectiveness 
of the societal intervention.  
 
Opportunities 
The creation process of the immersive story is like the interaction design process, several 
iterations should be done throughout the design phases. Sketching, storyboarding, and 
prototyping could help add details and test the concepts in the early stage of the 
development process. If we proceed with the study with more requirements such as 
interaction, cooperation, personalization possibilities, the shortage of sketching, prototyping 
and evolution methods can become even more critical. Cavazza et al.'s immersive interactive 
storytelling (2007) showed the complexity of prototype development and constraints on 
user interaction. It claimed that "[the] constant user involvement, which is probably beyond 
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the capabilities of our current interactive storytelling systems... [It] also puts additional strain 
in terms of narrative consistency: traditional interactive storytelling systems can 
accommodate user intervention and recalculate the baseline plot according to its 
consequences but are faced with complexity limitations when trying to maintain narrative 
consistency in the case of constant involvement... porting the system to an immersive 
context with permanent user involvement significantly affected scale, as additional 
developments were required to incorporate immersive multimodal interaction". This 
example just showed the tip of the iceberg in terms of the development complexity of 
immersive interactive storytelling. It indicates the challenge of developing an immersive 
visitor experience can start from finding and inventing tools and methods throughout the 
creation process. 
 
Especially for environmental communication, the audiences' involvement is critical. Due to 
the complexity and contextual trait of environmental communication, it is not always 
possible to meet every audiences' motivations and expectations. It is important to 
understand what audiences already know, where lies the biggest confusion, and how to 
transform it to a more relatable sense. Audiences should be involved at different stages of 
the creative process. Two-way communication throughout the content creation process 
should be planned and conducted whenever it is possible. Especially, for the envisioned 
immersive visitor experience, the inclusion and evaluation of visitors' feedback should be 
facilitated through co-design or another type of participatory design method. Through 
ongoing user engagement, requirements gathering, and user-centered evaluation, the focus 
on user experience co-creation can contribute to a thorough understanding of users, tasks, 
and contexts to inform content and service development. So far, we have not found a 
systematic approach to these tasks. Find a way to engage the audiences throughout the 
immersive experience creation process is a critical challenge for future work. 

5.3.4. The limitations and opportunities of the experience development  
 
Limitations  
In the motivation section, I talked about the inclusiveness of environmental communication. 
For public communication, the content creators need to consider the importance of 
explaining the basic environmental terms. We cannot assume that a seven-year-old kid who 
comes to watch a dome show, already know what the Green House Gas emission means. In 
the narrative of the immersive story (section 4.4), I used term's like GHG and global warming 
without explaining what these terms mean since it might dilute audiences' attention on the 
key message and break the immersion of the story. If time allowed, I would like to find a 
solution to integrate the introduction of the environmental terms mentioned. As an 
alternative, it could be included and envisioned in the immersive visitor experience (as in 
section 4.9). But the effectiveness of detaching introduction knowledge from actual narrative 
remains investigated.  
 
Opportunities 
 
The immersive story and the vision of the immersive visitor experience developed in this 
project has a large room for enhancement. There are three directions of user experience 
enhancement can be investigated and developed to support the immersive visitor 
experience - interaction, personalization, and cooperation. 
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Interactive visitor experience in an immersive environment 
The ability to control space and influence the plot of a story inside a virtual world had not 
previously been experienced in any technologies. This technique has proved to be important 
in the development of immersive experiences. A study on future trends by the year 2035 
predicts that museums will see a rising visitor demand for "immersive interactive 
programming" and an "emerging you-as-the-protagonist concept" (“Museums & Society 
2034,” 2011). Interactive immersion is expanding rapidly both on-site and off-site. Internet 
connectivity, social networks, and latest wireless devices combined with GPS locators are 
giving rise to myriad new ways to actively engage visitors. Stogner (2011c, p. 194) stated, the 
user's sense of presence and immersion increased as interactivity increased. Thöny et al. 
(2018, p. 127) pointed out that the storytelling potential is closer to games than to 
traditional narratives. A story experience gets more intense when the user can make 
decisions, choose tools, or influence the narrative. Interactivity is set well when the user gets 
the feeling of liberty in making decisions, although the plot sets some regulations and 
restrictions.  
 
Lugrin et al.'s work (2010, p103) on an immersive interactive narrative system confirmed the 
potential of immersive interactive storytelling in terms of performance but also of user 
acceptance. It has developed an environment, which integrates all the components of 
interactive storytelling in an immersive setting. This environment allows users to interact 
freely with a real-time 3D immersive narrative, based on a dynamic narrative representation 
and staged using autonomous virtual characters. Users can interact with the environment 
through physical navigation and object manipulation, and with virtual characters through 
speech recognition, non-verbal behavior and object-based interaction. They have defined 
two modes of interaction: in the Actor model, the user becomes a member of the cast and is 
expected to play a role, while in the Ghost mode user can navigate freely as an invisible 
character, still able to interact with the world and the virtual actors. Lugrin et al.'s system 
presented itself as an AI-based interactive storytelling system, adapted for stereoscopic 
immersive visualization and interaction. The behavior of virtual actors is driven by a planning 
system, which generates a set of narrative actions consistent with the actors' goal. This 
sequence of actions constitutes the backbone of the narrative.  
 
Lugrin et al. and other's works (e.g. Benko & Wilson, 2010; Cavazza et al., 2007) on the 
interactive immersive experience presented the large complexity and technological 
limitations of the interactive content development in the immersive environment. There are 
still many unknown fields need to be investigated, experimented and reflected on the 
interactive immersive experience development. VR experiences in gaming continue to be 
one of the most popular and effective uses of interactive immersive technologies. VR games 
development could be a good reference point to learn the tools, techniques, and skills for 
the interactive immersive experience development.   
 
Personalized and participatory visitor experience in an immersive environment 
With today's technology on machine learning, sensing technology, data process, and 
visualization, it is possible to develop a fully personalized visitor experience. The immersive 
environment needs to learn more about the visitors and presents more customized contents 
at the touchpoint of the users’ engagement. It is like using the internet, you can get 
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personalized contents according to your search history on Google or social profile on 
Facebook. Participatory and networked technologies can stimulate visitors' contribution to 
the narrative of an exhibition. Visitors have their own roles in formulating stories based on 
his or her personalities and experiences. As quoted by Stogner (2011b, p. 195), Boehner 
emphasized the importance of visitors' affective presence which incorporates the ineffable 
but inescapable qualities of lived experience including emotions, spirituality, social 
communion, and creative inspiration. The perspectives and biases that visitors bring to the 
museum experience affect not only how they absorb and interpret information, but the 
extent to which they participate at all. Recognizing the importance of individuality and 
personality will aid museums in reaching a broad spectrum of visitors and encouraging 
significant visitor engagement over time.  
 
Participatory, on the one hand, suggests more self-directed explorations. It implies a 
contributory aspect, taking part in something larger than oneself. As spotted by Stogner 
(2011b, p. 195), The rise of participatory interaction and immersion is evidenced by the 
widespread digital solicitation of personal stories to extend exhibition content. Here lies one 
of the greatest potentials for societal challenges like environmental communication, since a 
personalized and participatory immersive experience can provide a platform for two-way 
communication. The personalized experience can make the conversation more relevant and 
engaging while the participatory opportunity can feedback the learnings from the 
personalized public engagement to a broad infrastructure of community engagement. It can 
become a materialized platform for the seed and scale social change mechanism. 
 
Cooperative and social network enabled visitor experience in an immersive environment 
Another opportunity to enhance the immersive experience is to enable the cooperation of 
different visitors in the immersive environment. Many people visit museums in groups. It 
would be natural to allow them to interact, participate, and influence each other in the 
virtual space too. As Markowitz and Guckian (2018, p. 52) suggested in his study, most 
people state that everyday conversations with family, friends, coworkers, and acquaintances 
are highly influential in shaping their beliefs about and engagement with climate change. It 
suggests that there are potentially large gains to be made in improving the environmental 
engagement if communicators can develop "soft approaches" that facilitate such 
interactions within visitor groups.  
 
One possible direction for future research and experiment in this vein may be to explore 
different methods of intervening in existing social networks, both on-site and Internet-
based, to increase the visibility of the issue. This may be particularly powerful if done in ways 
that leverage existing network leaders to help promote such experience sharing of their 
interesting and novel engagement in the immersive environment. It presents the 
opportunity for a cooperative and social network enabled experience in the immersive 
experience, where the experience can be visualized, interacted and shared in a cooperative 
setup. It will certainly increase the engagement of environmental communication in the 
community. Content creators can repurpose many of the existing immersive technologies to 
identify effective ways of encouraging such cooperative behaviors amongst different groups 
and audiences. 
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5.4. Final Words 
 
In a TED talk delivered in 2015, filmmaker Chris Milk heralded VR as “the ultimate empathy 
machine.” This description also applies to immersive technologies in general, if they are used 
for building the emotional connection with audiences. It is one of the simplest answers to 
the frequently asked question by content creators: "Why immersive?" Immersive 
technologies have opened our creative space to an unprecedented breadth for content 
creation, where we can connect with our audiences from different angles and senses. With 
this powerful empathy machine, audiences can feel as they are the characters themselves, 
become more emotionally devoted and connected, and be more open-minded with the new 
way of thinking as well as the new way of living. The content creators can arise the 
connection between the science facts, imagery story, and audience emotional attachment. 
We as content creators should continue striving for meaningful communication to build the 
emotional connection with the audiences in immersive worlds.  
 
As demonstrated in the story, shaping futures is about changing practices in the present and 
responding to current circumstances by transforming them into adaptive advantages. It 
applies to both the story I created here and the design inquiry we witnessed in this research 
project. Research through design as a research methodology to investigate different issues 
and solutions can shape the future with more pragmatic and creative approaches. It can 
expand the space for environmental communication. By activating the community's 
understanding of and engagement with more sustainable food-related behaviors, the design 
outcomes are intended as the artificial-level knowledge contribution to sustainable changes 
in society. As the intermediate-level knowledge contribution, this design inquiry probes the 
way to bridge environmental messages and immersive storytelling techniques to create 
engaging experiences for visitors to reflect on day-to-day behaviors and possible changes.  
 
The core message of this paper is that effective environmental communication is not just 
about informing the public about facts and data from scientific studies. It is also about giving 
individuals and communities the knowledge, tools and spaces to develop a vision of their own 
future. Immersive storytelling is one of the methods for creating these spaces. It has a large 
potential to raise public empathy with other people and their future-self when the long-term 
and abstract impacts of the environmental problems become more visible and 
comprehensible in an imaginary space.  
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Appendix 
 
The production task list for w20:  

order scene type name prior. & 

status

0 animation

100 s1 scene a evening sky high

101 s1 element title low like writing out by magic wand

102 s1 transition high camera close up to the house and party

103 s1 element houses done

104 s1 element trees done wave gently with the wind

105 s1 element table done

106 s1 element chairs done

107 s1 element plate done

108 s1 element strings with light bulbs done flare randomly and slowly

109 s1 character Trik 5-year-old high talking 

110 s1 character a girl 5-year-old high seating

112 s1 character a boy 5-year-old low running

113 s1 character Trik's Papa high talking 

114 s1 character Trik's Mama high serving cake

115 s1 transition high camera close up to the table

116 s1 element a cake low

117 s1 element meatballs high

118 s1 element chips high

119 s1 element juice in glass low

120 s1 element a trash can high

121 s1 character Trik 5-year-old high talks towards the audiences and talk

122 s1 character every one in the party high everyone eat happily

123 s1 transition transition of the scene high camera close up to the trash can

124 s1 element vegetables high food are dumping into the trash can

125 s1 transition high camera move back to the party scene

126 s2 scene sad version of scene 1  high scene 2 fade in

127 s2 element calendar high the calendar page changes from 2019 to 2029

128 s2 character Trik 15 high thTrik 15 revealed and speak to audiences

129 s3 transition high scene 3 - the globe fade in

130 s3 scene a 3D globe high a 3D globe with map

131 s3 element a cow sign high on the map to mark the US on the map

132 s3 element a bike high

133 s3 character a helmet high

134 s3 character a backpack high

135 s3 character Trik 15 high Trik bikes

136 s4 transition high scene 4 - cow farm fade in

137 s4 scene cow farm done

138 s4 element a notebook high text and diagrams drawn on the notebook

139 s4 character Trik 15 5-year-old high speaks, nods, eats

140 s4 character American female farmer high speaks

141 s4 diagram GHG emission among all 

food

high drawn on the notebook

142 s4 diagram dual-pyramid of the food 

environmental impact 

and nutrition level

high drawn on the notebook

143 s3 transition low scene 3 - the globe fade in

144 s4 transition low scene 5 - wheat farm fade in

145 s5 element wheat low

146 s5 character Trik 15 low speaks, nods

147 s5 character Chinese farmer low speaks, nods

148 s5 diagram food demand versus 

population growth

low drawn on the notebook

149 s3 transition low scene 3 - the globe fade in

150 s1 transition low scene 1 fade in

151 s1 text narrative on the 

notebook

low

152 s1 text suggestions for 

sustainable food-related 

behaviour

high

153 s1 text Find more about Trik's 

journey in the 

Visualization Center

high fade in

154 s1 text the end caption high roll up

pages flip through to recap the key environmental 

message appeared before, and stop at the 

suggestion page, with the bird hop over each 

point

Trik 15 bike with helmet and backpack towards 

US
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"Trik's Party" storyboard in W16: 
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